


If there were ever any doubt about the
importance of ACIR’S role in enhancing the
performance of our federal system, that doubt
should now be relieved by the events of recent
months. Beginning with the meeting at the White
House last December with the President, the
Commission is involved in a series of assignments
that represent perhaps the most extensive agenda
ever undertaken by ACIR. Ironically, tids
substantially enlarged responsibility has come at
a time of diminished funding and drastically
redu~ staff.

What Wls expanded order of business means,
though, is that coming as it has at the instance of
the President, the Vice President, the Congress,
and the leaders of a number of political sub-
divisions across the country, there is a renewed
recognition of the unique function of ACIR.

Because it occupies theofticid status of an
“honest broker” amid competing political inter-
ests, the Commission is being looked to more
than ever to perform its role of providing
objective analysis and mmmendations fr= from
partisan bias on diverse, complex issues.

Chairman’s
View_

Because the governmental decisionmaking
process has become almost overloaded and now
involves so many dispmate and wtilcting
interests, there has developed the perception
among mmIy in the body politic that our federal
system is not functioning as well as it should. As
a consequence, public confidence in our gover-
nmentalinstitutions is dlmirdshing. This is where
I believe ACIR now bas an unusual opportunity to
bring to the table credible information and
thoughtful ideas that can lead to acceptable
solutions to some of the =mingly intractable
problems that confront us today.

Responding to tlds challenge, the Commis-
sion has set an agenda that, in addition to its
research activities, includes the following specific
objectives:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

To monitor and evrduate the impact of
federal mandates on state and ld
government, including an assessment of
their costs, benefits, and methods of
financing.

To strengthen intergovernmental goal-
setting and performance measurement as
envisioned by the National Performance
Review.

To restore fiscal balance to the federal
system.

To stimulate the implementation of a
national felon registry system.

To aid in tie relief of metropolitan fiscal
disparities and highlight models of inter-
govemmentaJ fisd cmperation.

It is obvious that this is a large order that will
tax both the energies and resources of ACIR. I

(com”nued on page 10)
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From the Director

At the time I interviewed for the position of
the Advisory Commission’s new Executive
Director, I discussed with members of the

Commission what I referred to as “ACIR’S
strengths, weaknesses, problems, and oppor-
tunities. ” I want to share some of my views on
these matters with the larger intergovernmental
community because these concerns will be guiding
our actions over the next months and years as we
goabout the business of “reinventing” ACIR.

Over its 35-year history, ACIR has built its
well deserved national reputation largely on the
basis of consiskntly high quality, objective
research and analysis covering an extraordinarily
broad subject area. There are few of us in the
public sector who have not depended at onetime
oranotheron ACIR’s work. Thus, the quality and
integrity of ACIR’Sresearch must be protected.

But what makes ACIR a unique institution is
its ability to convene key local, state, and federal
government representatives around the same
table-as equals—for reasoned and informed
deliberation on complex and often controversial
national issues. The ability to convene such
discussions is a powerful tool to surface and
critique ideas, debate policy altermtives, and

forge agreements for improving the quality of
government in America. In my view, this
“convening” role of the Commission must be
expanded. This means boti tinding additional
opportunities to create such deliberations and
broadening the range and number of individuals at
the table. Wearedoingboti.

This month alone, ACIR is convening three
intergovemmentrd task forces, two of which deal
with providing relief to state and local
govermuents from unfunded federal mandates.
The third is focused on finding additional
financial resources for investment in the nation’s
public works. In each of these meetings, we are
bringing together represenmtives of relevant
House and Senate committees, members of
Congress, state and local public interest groups,
the research community, state municipal leagues
and county associations, and other natioml
organimtions to struggle with issues. One of the
mandates task forces is focusing on establishing
definitions, principles, and processes. The other
will deal with estimating the costs of federal
mandates, The infrastructure task force is meeting
to plan a Capitol Hill Summit Conference on
Financing Public Works. We will be doing more
of this, and you will be reading about the results
of these efforts in future ACIR publications.

Everywhere I have gone during my four
months as Executive Director—to state capitols,
city halls, and in Washington among state and
local government associations, foundations, and
the nonprofit community-I find a community of
individuals truly concerned about intergovem-
merrtal issues and the nature of relations among
levels and branches of government. Most impor-
tant for ACIR, I find a vast reservoir of interest,
concern, and suppoti for its work.

Yet, I am repeatedly struck with how little
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our collaborators, customers, and clients know
about ACIR’S current work. This is particularly
true among poliqmakers at federal, state, and
local levels. For many, the Commission’s deliber-
ations seem to occur behind closed doors; its staff
work is largely hidden from view. Our reports
move too quickly from in-baskets to bookshelves
of natiomI, state, and local government
policymakers who are our principal clientele. As
one of my journrdist friends has described it,
“ACIR is Washington’s best kept secret. ”

Good works do not speak for themselves.
They need to be communicated effectively; they
nwd to be promoted, they need to be
marketed. We will be committing a much larger
effort to getting ACIR’S activities, its findings,
conclusions, and recommendations, out to the
larger policymaking world, both directly and
through intermediaries. We are exploring new
ways to accomplish this task more quickly and
more effectively. You will be hearing more about
this in the near future.

Regardless of the extent of the support for
ACIR—in colleges and universities, state capitals,
cities and towns—there is a disconnect between
those who receive the principal benefit from
ACIR’S work and those who pay most of our
bills. The Commission’s authorizing legislation
specifies that its principal clients are the Congress
and the Administration. Most of ACIR’S annual
budget is derived from a congrcssioml appropri-
ation. With tremendous pressure on the Congress
to cut spending, elimimte programs and disestab-
lish governmental entities that are not essential,
ACIR must strengthen its services specifically
directed to the assist the Congress if it is going
to continue to enjoy the support of that body.

I have begun working dlrcctly with our
congressional members on the Commission to
identify specific activities through which ACIR
can provide assistance on particularly vexing
intergovernmental issues. I referred earlier to a
Capitol Hill Summit. This effort will focus on
helping the Congress and various interests come
together to explo~ future options for increasing

the amount of investment in the nation’s public
infrastructure. We will be looking at earmarked
taxes, user fees, trust funds, infrastructure banks,
the bond market, and other potential mechanisms.

Another issue that has recently surfaced is
the need to establish a national felon registry.
ACIR is taking on the effort to help sort out the
barriers and impediments to establishing such an
information system. Senator Byron Dorgan (D-
ND), a member of the Commission, will lead
ACIR’S work in tids area. You will read more
about the subject elsewhere in this issue.

We also are working with our congressional
members on federal mandates legislation. HR
5128, the “Federal Mandates Relief for State and
Local Government Act, ” reported out by the
House Government Operations Committee,
directed that ACIR conduct specific stud]es, make
recommendations to the President and the
Congress, and continuously monitor implemen-
tation of the legislation. Those who support this
and a similar bill on the Semtc side are cotident
that such legislation will be passed during the next
session of Congress. Assuming that this happens,
ACIR will not only be of substantial assistance to
the Congress, we will have been handed another
major responsibility for monitoring the intergov-
ernmental system.

At the time I was offered the position as
ACIR’S Executive Director, I talked to many
people in and out of Washington about the fumrc
of the Commission. To be honest, some had
buried ACIR. Yet, when I surveyed the landscape
of intergovernmental issues that continue to
confound us at all levels, when I could see no
other institution more potentially effective in
addressing them, and when I heard the comtnit-
ment of Commission members to “reinvent” this
enterprise and make it succeed, my decision was
clear. ACIR must succeed! Our challenge is to
make ACIR once again an enterprise so compel-
lingly usefil to the government policymaking
community that it is viewed as absolutely
essential. I look forward to that challenge and
hope you will join me in addressing it.

William E. Davis III
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Federally Induced Costs
Affecting State and bcal Governments

In Federally Induced Costa Affecting State and bcal
Governments, ACIRdevelopsa new conceptto explore(1) the fiscal
dimensionsof fedemlactionstiwdng stati md local governmentsmrd
(2) the ways in which the fedeml government aasists state md lwal
govemmenta. The Congress and the Executive Bmnch have begun to
focus greater attentionon mandatesmrd possiblestrategiesfor relief,
includi~ some fomr of reimbursement.One of the principalobjectives
of this report is to dwelop a fmework for investigatingthe issues in
establishingandoperatinga reimbursementprocess.

M-193 1994 $20

Local Government Responsibilities in Health Care

bcaf goverrrmentsspend m estimted $85 billionmunmllyto
supplyheith services,accordingto Local GnvemrnentR&ponaibilitiea
in Health Care. ACIR found that approximatelyone of every eight LocalGovernment
dollam spent by local governmentsis for hedth-mlated activities, Responsibilities
including(1) prnkctingthe healthof the community,(2) providinghealth In Health Care
care for Imv-incomemd uninsured msidenta, (3) provid]nghealth
benefitsfor their employeesmd retirees,and (4) helpingsmtesfinmce
Md]caid. ACIRreviewedexpendhumsfor healthcace,their relationto
healthcarereform,mrdneedsfor addhionalintimation.

M-192 1994 $10
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ACIRNews

Vice President Al Gre Meets with ACIIZ

Vice President Gore met with the
Commission on September 26, 1994, to ask that
ACIR “actively consider helping the federal
government develop a specific series of perfor-
mance measures” as the National Performance
Review moves into its second year with the
publication of 1,500 customer service standards
for the federal government.

The Vice President said that the customer
service standards “serve as a concrete sign that
the federal government is moving toward the
measurement of outputs and not inputs, and is
begim to focus on results. ” He added:

Of all the areas we have staked out for
reinvention, none requires the active
cooperation of state and local gover-
nmentsmore than the effort to transform
government throughout America from
one that measures inputs to a gover-
nmentthat focuses on the results.

Noting that there are some state and local
“pioneers in outcome-based government that are
far ahead of the federal government,” Vice
President Gore requested that ACIR survey these
efforts because “we need to know where state and
local performance standards can lead to a change
in the way the federal government relates to
[those] governments, ” and places “where the
federal government can make a . . contribution
to better state and local performance just by doing
something differently. ”

He concluded that the federal, state, and
local governmenfi, together, “have to find a way
to make this shift toward performance measure-
ment, to concentrate not on how we get to a
particular result in infinite detail, but rather on
whether we are getting there and how we can
ensure that we do get there. .” ACIR, he said,
“can be extremely important in accelerating that
transition. ”

Vice PresidentAl Gore speaksat ACIRmeeting.Picm=d a= (from left around mble):Bob Miller, Bwce Todd, VictorAshc, Barbam Sheen
Todd, ExecutiveDi=cfar Bill Davis, WdliamWInler,Vice P=sident Go=, Richad N.ti.n, NPR S!affChief E1.i”e Kamank, Keith Mason,
S.m”el Nun=, James Moron,JoyceCohen, and Henry Smith. FiIciosby Dum ~o~phic -lafes.
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Mayor Rendell Cites ACIR
in MPO Congressional Testimony

Commission Member Edward G. Rendell,
Mayor of Philadelphia, testified on October 6,
1994, before the Subcommittee on Investigations
and Oversight of the House Committee on Public
Works and Transportation regarding the capacity
of metropolitan planning organizations (MPOS) to
perform new functions as required by the
Intermodal Su@ace Transportation E@cienq Act
of 1991 (ISTEA)

He cited ACIR’S analysis of the governing
board stmctnres and voting arrangements of 86 of
the largest MPOS, pointing out that representation
by central cities on MPO boards has become
increasingly important “under ISTEA because the
MPOS now have the lead in plaming the
allocation of a substantial portion of the federal
transportation funds to be spent in the mtion’s
major metropolitan areas. ” (See Intergovernmental
Perspective, Spring 1994, page 31, )

Mayor Rendell added:

The need for change in this aspect of
MPO structures is clear. We are
going to have to compete for
[limited federal program] funds if we
are to meet the congestion mitigation
and air quality goals of ISTEA. And if
we do not have a level playing field we
are going to lose that competition every
time.

Those losses, he said, “will not be good for
America, This nation needs to keep its big cities
fiscally strong, uncontested, and environmentally
clean to meet the challenges of international
competition and provide a thriving economy and
rising standard of living. . .”

Commission Hears Briefings
on Benchmarking Programs

The Commission is beginning to prepare its
response to the recommendation of the Vice
President’s National Performance Review that
ACIR “develop appropriate benchmarks and per-

formance measures to improve the understanding
of public service delivery effectiveness. ” At its
meeting on September 26, 1994, the Commission
was briefed by state and federal officials on three
performance measurement efforts that are consid-
ered by many to be pioneers in the field.

Lt. Gov. Olene Walker of Utah briefed tfre
Commission on the success and challenges of
“Utah Tomorrow,” the strategic planning and
performance measurement effort launched in
1990. Through this joint legislative-executive
program, Utah is setting goals for 20 years and
taking a proactive approach to the future.

Oregon State Senator Joyce Cohen reported
tothe Commission on “OregonBenchmarks,” the
state program for goal setting, budget priorities,
and performance measurement, which includes
local governments, businesses, nonprofis and
other organizations, andacomprehensive proposal
for a federal-state partnership for benchmarking
human services.

Assistant Secretay Henq M. Smith of the
US. Department of Education reviewed for the
Commission the department’s experience in
implementing a federal-state consensus building
process to develop national goals for improving
student achievement.

Lt. GovernorWalker,SenamrCohen, and Henm Sn,irhanwcr questions
on benchmarking.
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State Contributions to ACIR

The Commission would like to
express its thanks to the folIowing states
that have contributed to its work so far
this year. The state contributions are
enormously important to tbe
continuation of ACIR’S programs, and
we are grateful to all those who make
them possible.

Arizona Michigan
Arkansas Minnesota
California Missouri
Colorado New Hampshire
Connecticut New Mexico
Florida North Dakota
Hawaii Ohio
Illinois Oklahoma
Indiana Pennsylvania
Kansas Rhode Island
Kentncky South Carolina
Louisiana Tennessee
Maryland Virginia

Wisconsin

Summary of ACIR Actions
at June Meeting

At its meeting on June 17, 1994, )
Commission agreed to:

(1) Send a letter to OMB Director Leon
Panetta, in response to his request, stating that
ACIR will attempt to (a) define the term mandates
as it pertains to legislation being considered, (b)
recommend ways to estimate costs, and (c)

recommend ways to monitor implementation and
structure for legislative/executive coordination in
compliance.

(2) Authorize publication of the report on
Federally Induced Costs, to be made available to
the principal Members of Congress and the
executive branch working on mandate relief
legislation, after a fins] Commission review.

(3) Conduct a research project that relates to

the establishment of a national registry of felons
and encourage all levels of government to cooper-
ate and participate in the Intersrate Identification
Index as a national priority.

(4) Authorize publication of Local
Government Responsibilities in Health Care.

(5) Authorize the staff to seek outside
funding for a Fiscal Disparities Project.

ACIR Names Kincaid
Kestnbaum Fellow

The Commission, on June 17, 1994, named
JOIUIKincaid as 1994.1995 Kestnbaum Fe]low in
recognition of his service.

The Commission also adopted a resolution
thanking Dr. Kincaid for his service as Executive
Director of ACIR since 1988. The Commission
noted that he upheld the

highest principles of public service,
fairness, and diversity; . brought the
Commission through unprecedented.

challenges; . worked
successfully to ensure a continuing
output of extraordinarily high quality
work despite the most severe con-
straints in fiscal resources; and
upheld the credibility and objectivity of
the Commission’s research, strength-
ened the staff, increased productivity,
helped pioneer new research fields,
improved relations with constituent
groups, and established the Commis-
iion’i international presence

ACIR Appropriation
Wsses for FY 1995

The Congress passed the T~asury, Postal
Service, and General Government appropriations
bill for FY 1995 on September 28, 1994, with an
appropriation Of $1 million for ACIR.

In June, the House Appropriations Commit-
tee included fending for ACIR in its bill, but the
frdl House eliminated the appropriation. The
Senate restored the funding at $1 million. The
House-Senate Conference Committee approved the
aPProPriation in September.
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New ACfR Members
Richard F! Nathan, Provost of the Nelson A.

Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy,
and Professor of Political Science and Public
Policy, State University of New York at Albany,
was appointed to a two-year term on the Commiss-
ion by President Clinton on September 23, 1994.

Bob Graham, U.S. Semtor from Florida,
was appointed to the Commission for two years
by Vice President Al Gore on October 7, 1994.

State ACIRConference
The state ACIRS will meet November 17-19,

1994, in Chicago. The Illinois Commission on
Intergovernmental Cooperation is hosting the
meeting. The conference agenda will fmus on
federal and state mandates, state action strength-
ening local government, regioml cooperation, and
new state initiatives in revenue diversification.

ACIR Member John H. Stroger, Jr., a Cook
County Commissioner, will be the luncheon
speaker. Chicago Mayor Richard Daley, the
Michigan State Treasurer, and representatives of
the National Conference of State Legislatures and
the Congressional Budget Office also will partici-
pate in the program.

GovernorM!chaelO. Lcaviti (left) mlksabout envimntnentalissueswifh
ACIRSeniorAnalystCharlesGriffhhs,Cam] Browner,andSenatorByron
Dorgan.

Chairman’s View
(continued@m page 2)
have never worked with a more dedicated and
conscientious group of men and women than those
who make up the 12-member staff of the
Commission. With a new executive director in
Bill Davis, who came from a respected career
with the National League of Cities, ACIR is
poised to play an important role in addressing
these issues. Its membership consists of some of
the most distinguished political leaders in the
nation. The Commission must, however, receive
the necessary support if it is to make its most
effective contribution.

As chairman, I know from my 20-odd years
as an elected state official how difficult it is to
make our democratic processes function efficient-
ly and equitably. That has never been simple.
Today, in a more diverse and demanding society,
it is harder than ever. There are no silver bullets.
There usually are no clear-cut solutions, What is
essential is the creation of a process whereby
decisions can be made based on credible and
reliable information and results can be achieved
that will strengthen the confidence of the people
in the integrity of their government.

Wltbout exaggerating what ACIR has the
caoacitv to do. I believe that its opportunity for. .
meaningful service is greater than- it ever has
been.

William E Winter

—
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Protecting the
Environment:

A New Generation

Carol M. Browner

~hefeds?ral, state, andlocal governments
all have responsibilities to the people of the
United States. Each government brings to this
responsibility some strengths and, inevitably,
some weaknesses. We need to be able to agree
on these strengths and on how responsibilities
can be delegated.

There is a real desire on the part of state and
local governments to fulfill their responsibilities to
protect their citizens. I believe that environmental
decisions generally are best made at the local
level, and that we have to move away from the
“one size fits all” approach that is inherent in
many environmental statutes. The magnitude of
the problems is such that MISapproach cannot be
successful.

We also have to look at entire industries to
secure the best environmental compliance, and not
send states, local governments, and industry in
different directions simultaneously, as some
regulations do now.

The Environmental Protection System
The environmental protection scheme of the

United States is 25 years old, relatively new
compared to other systems. In those 25 years,
EPA came into existence, the federal and state
governments passed environmental legislation, and
many local governments created environmental
protection programs. We have created an
infrastructure of programs, laws, and agencies to
protect the air and land and our water resources.

There have been many significant accom-
plishments. We no longer have rivers that catch
on tire. The sktes are cleaner. There still are
problems, however. For example, one out of five
Americans lives in a city where air quality does
not meet federal air quality standards. Twenty-
five years after passage of the Clean Wter Act,
40 percent of our rivers, lakes, and streams are
not suitable for fishing and swimming. Despite
the progress in dealing with industrial-type
discharge into our waters, solving some problems
unmasked more. Fourteen years after Superfnnd,
one out of four Americans lives within four miles
of a toxic dump site.

Tools for a New Generation of Protection
We need a new generation of environmental

protection that moves beyond piecemeal regula-
tion. We need environmental regulation that is
based on strong standards that allow flexibility in

Intergoverrunental Persvctive/SuUIMer-FaU1994 11



implementation, so that if states can find sohrtiom
that work for them, them is an opportunity to
pursue those solutions.

In many instances, the federal statutes dictate
not ordy a standard but also a very mrrow path
for achieving the standard. The effect is that we
are losing the innovation, the creativity that we
are known for in tils country. We are holding
high the cost of compliance. If ten solutions are
available, why not take advantage of that?

There are three principles that I think should
guide us in these efforts:

1) W have to trust democraq. We have to
allow the people who will be affected by environ-
mental decisions to be a real part of the decision-
making process. Superfund is a great example of
how people have not been involved. Months,
sometimes years, are spent developing a cleanup
solution. Then, people who live next to tie site
are told how it will be done. They feel no
ownership. It may be the right solution, but
because they were not part of the decision, they
delay and sue, and costs spiral upward.

2) W must recognize that nature is a system
and that ttie solutions need to be better integmted.
The piecemeal approach is not going to work.
EPA was formed from various agencies, but the
committee oversight structure was not changed, so
EPA is covered by more than 70 cong~ssional
subcommittees. This means that new laws get
passed that are not integrated with existing laws,
and we end up going in several directions at once.
We also wind up in many instances moving
pollutants around ratier than creating the
incentives and opportunities for solving problems.

3) We must tmnscend the adversarial
process. The courts are not the place for resolving
tough environmental issues. We have to look for
agreement. A system based on tough standards,
on flexibility and partnership among governments
should be the goal.

Building ~exibility in the System
In tie industrial area, EPA’s “Common

Sense Initiative” will look at individual industries

to find a way to work with them, state officials,
and environmentalists to figure out an “environ-
mental blueprint” for compliance in terms of air,
water, waste, permitting, reporting, and moni-
toring. It is the best and most likely way we have
of preventing pollution, and perhaps of moving
beyond implementing environmental statutes as if
they did not have any relation to each other.

In terms of specific statutes, the origiml
Clean Mter Act (which was 40 pages long
compared to the one being written now that is
between 500 and 600 pages) is widely viewed as
probably one of the most successful environmental
laws. We did not understand all the problems and
we did not solve everything, but in terms of what
WS known then and the tools that were available,
and the great flexibility that the states were given,
it has done a good job. Flexibility doesn’t mean
diminishing standards.

In the proposed Clean Mter Acr, it would be
up to the states to decide whether to undertake a
watershed approach to protection. If they do, in
exchange, they will be granted longer compliance
deadlines. We have to look for those kinds of
incentives.

Wlti dritilng water, the Congress passed the
Safe Drinking %ter Act several years ago, which
provided for setting standards for 25 contaminants
every three years. That makes no scientific sense,
Instead, EPA has requested that we be allowed to
work with the states to decide what contaminants
need to be regulated, and EPA would do the
science to determine the appropriate levels.

For example, we want to give states and
local governments the flexibility to decide if
drinking water source protection would be a wiser
investment of resources, that is, preventing
pollution rather than cleaning it up. States would
be required to create a progmrn, which local
governments could decide to use. EPA is not
srr~esting that tils be mandated, but that local
governments should be allowed to use their
resources as they see fit, Tlds is difficult to do
with the existing law.

(continued on page 15)
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National Felon
Registry:

High Priority for
Fighting Crime

Byron L. Dorgan

As the United States addresses thecrirne
issue, it is essential that we create a national
registry of convicted felons. Th]s should be one
of our highest crime-fighting priorities because
it can be one of the most effective.

If a person has a credit card, they crm find
out in 20 seconds in a department store whether
the card is good. We should be able to use the
same technology to find out if a person has
committed six felonies in six states in six years.
Today, it is very rare for this information to be
accessible to a law enforcement official or a judge
anywhere in this country.

Approximately two-thirds of violent crimes
in the United States are committed by about 7
percent of the offenders. These are people who
were in the crtilnal justice system and were
released for various reasons. Many convicted
felons who are now released on bail would remain
in prison if we had access to their complete
crtilml histories.

A start was made ten years ago wifi the
creation of the Interstate Identification Index (III).
This index of those who commit crimes or are
accused of crimes is maintained by the FBI. It
allows law enforcement and judicial officials to
find out if an offender has committed felonies in
other states. Twenty-seven states now belong to
III, but even participating states do not necessarily
send accurate, complete information in a timely
reamer. At tils time, approximately 40 million
out of 50 million criminal records do not include
case dispositions, and are not computerized and
accessible.

The crimiml justice system is overwhelmed
in many places. Therefore, the priority is to
dispose of cases and move on to the next one. It
is not a priority to make sure that criminal
records are transmitted to a common data network
quickfy, in the right format, and with complete
information. It should, however, be an urgent
national priority to constmct a national crimiml
history records data bank that is accessible to all
who need the information.

It will not require a massive investment of
money to develop the data system, but it will
require the commitment and cooperation of all
govenunents, especially states, counties, and the
federal government. The benefits of such a system

(continued on page 30)
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Improving
Records:

Problems and Progress

Kent Markus

The decision to have a system by which
we can conduct nationwide computerized
checks of individuals with criminal
backgrounds took a major turn about ten years
ago. The system that emerged in 1984 is the
Interstate Identification Index (III). Twenty-
seven states are members of III, but all states
need to participate. Developing the system
further and making it a high priority will
require the cooperation of federal, state, and
local governments, including their executive,
judicial, and legislative branches.

The Crirninaf History Records System
The criminal history records system is

voluntary. Thus, the content and form of
information in the records, and whether it is sent
to the FBI, varies widely among the states. The
goal is to make sure that the state systems contain
high quality records. Some state systems are
good, but the major problem is developing a
reliable interstate records system and getting
access to the idormation.

The decentraltid III system was chosen as a
way to assure that the states’ records are complete
and accurate, with the FBI assisting the states in
linking the system electronically. The other option
would have been for the FBI to gather data about
all felons and their crimiil h}story records,
basically duplicating state records.

Interstate Identification How It Is Used
The records in the Interstate Identification

Index are fingerprint based. The Integrated
Automatic Fingerprint Identification System,
which transmits and stores fingerprints elec-
tronically, will permit faster, more accurate
searches. When a person commits a crime, the
state authorities notify the FBI. They do not send
the entire record, just the fact that the individual
has committed a crime in the state. When a
national search is done for an individual, the
index indicates the state or states where tie
complete records will be found and hooks the
searcher into those state systems.

The use of the data is wide ranging, for
example, by the judge trying to determine a
sentence or the amount of a bond, or the
prosecutor trying to make a decision to charge an
individual based on past criminal history. The
lack of this kind of information, especially case
dispositions, has tremendous implications for
prosecutors dealing with statutes like the armed
career criminal law or three-strikes-you’re-out. If
law enforcement and judicial officials don’t know
about prior convictions, they can’t use these laws.

It is an efficient system, but it needs improve-
ment. Criminal history records are worthfess
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if they do not include the disposition. This is a
frequently encountered flaw in the system. Only
about 18 to 20 percent of the criminal mrds
available nationally are @mputeriA, sh@le,
and include dispositions. Thus, a computer search
will yield accurate, reliable results only one out of
five times. Ensuring that case dispositions are
included in IIJ will require substantial cooperation
between law enforcement and judicial authorities.

Wncfng the S@em
Thereis a requirement that 5 percent of grant

money be used for criminal history record
improvement. In addition, a special criminal
record funding system was set up about four years
ago with $27 million, but most of that money has
not been spent. Additiomd funding is expected to
become available from the new crime law. fius,
the problem is not money, but getting the states to
assign a high priority to Wls activity.

The Brady Luw also authorid about $200
million in grant funding to improve cnminaf
history rmrd systems, and the President’s FY
1995 budget reques~ the first $100 million. It is
hoped that these will help the Department of
Justice work with the states that need to improve
their systems the most, and on problems, like
dispositions, that traditiomdly have bmn more
neglected.

prog~ in the III System
Nearly haff of the states have not participated

in III because they lack the equipment and human
resources, or institutional and Polit.id priority.
Nevertheless, membership is increasing, probably
becau= there is more attention being paid to
crime issues, and there is more concern that we
have to make faster progress.

The Brady Z.uwrequired the Attorney Generaf
to do a state-by-state analysis of the quality of
criminal records and, based on the results, to
develop a timetable for each state to become a
member of IIJ and to achieve 25 percent, 50
percent, 75 percent, and 80 percent mverage. The
timetables were announced on June 1, 1994.

progress is being made toward bringing every
state in as a member of IJI and toward achieving
above 80 percent complete, accurate reporting, at
least for crimes committed in tie last five years.

Kent Markus is Counsel to the Deputy Attorney
General, U.S. Depamnent of Justice. ~is am”cle
is excerpted @m his wrnarh to the Advisory
Commission on Inteqovemmental Relm”ons,
June 17, 1994.

Protecting the Environment
(continuedfim page 12)

We have to stop looking for quick-fix solu-
tions for today, and create flexibility and
opportunities for the long term. We are going to
be managing our resources forever. As the nation
continues to grow and become more urbanized,
we will n~ to manage our resources more
wisely. EPA cannot do the job alone. There are
some things that the fedeml government can do
best, and some things the states and la
governments can do best. We n~ to work
together because environmental problems don’t
rmgnize political boundaries.

Our current efforts are directed toward
providing the tools for the next generation of
environmental protection. We are developing a
system based on shared goals and strong standaxds
designed to protect the public’s health, and
providing greater flexibility for state and local
governments in achieving nationaf standards.

Carol M. Browner is Administrator of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. She is a
member of the Advisory &mmission on Inter-
govemrnental Relations. i?tis am”cle is mcerpted
~m her rwnarb at the meeting of the
Commission on June 17, 1994.



This new .qourcebook of Duruments p~sents selected documents
and excerpts fmm materials judged to be the most useful references for
planning, designing, and implementing infmtmcture policies. It is
intended to be used in conjunction with ACIR’Sreport High
Performance Public Works(SR-16, Nuvember 1993). The material is
organid under six issues: impmving the qudit y of infmtmcture
investments; applying benefit-cost analysis more consistently to
investment options; impruving infmtmctu= maintenance; ti]ng federal
regulation of infmtmcture mom ef%tive, efficient, and equitable;
impruviug envimnmenti decisiontilng for public works; and
impmving the finmcing of infmstructure.

SR-16S 1994 $30

=uRCE~K OF WOWING -UMENTS
.—

HIGH PERFORMANCE
PURLIC WOW

.-,-
— —-*-

m a
.a c------- u..-—-.. — .—=

- !.

Planning to Govern

Planningb Govern helps bring the planning and governing
prucesses together to pave the way for improvement in the quality and
results of governmental decisionmtilng. The report syntbesimsthe
complex subject of plming-specificdly for dmught—witbinthe
democraticprocess. The report examines the five types of knuwledge
necessmy to the success of my public poli~ planning prucess; the five
types of groups that need to be involved; the steps necessary for
participation; intergovernmental and interagency coordination processes;
barriers to be uvercome; developing the political elements of pkms; and
getting key decisionmakers to take responsibility for action.

M-191 1994 $10

(seepage 43 for oder form)
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Federally Induced
costs:

Mandate Relief
Comes of Age

Federalmandates to state and IocaI
governments are a built-in feature of American
federalism. For decades, the federal govern-
ment’s use of mandates was relatively limited.
The federal relationship with state and local
governments typically revolved around aid
programs that provided substantial funding for
implementing federal requirements. In recent
yeara, however, the federal government’s use of
mandates has grown rapidly. By 1993, the term
“unfunded federal mandates” had become the
rallying cry for one of the most contentious
intergovernmental issues. This commonly used
term, however, has different meanings to
different participant in the debate.

In its new report Federally Induced Costs
Affecting State and Local Governments, ACIR
developed the concept of federally induced costs
to explore more completely and without the
pejorative comotstions associated with the term
“mandates” (1) the fiscal dimensions of federal
actions affecting state and local governments and
(2) the ways in which the federal government
assists state and local governments, which can be
thought of as an offset to induced costs.

Growing Number and Impact of “Mandates”
Whether defined conservatively or broadly,

the number of federal intergovernmental regula-
tions has increased dramatically since 1960.1

As the number of mandates has grown, so
have the costs to state and local governments.
Medicaid and environmental protection programs
have been particularly costly, At the same time,
many state and local governments have been
facing taxpayer revolts and revenue-depleting
reverses in their economies. These pressures have
led many state and local government officials to
make mandate relief their top intergovernmental
reform priority.

The Federal Response
This year, the Congress and the Executive

Branch focused attention on mandate relief. In one
of his first intergovernmental initiatives, President
Bill Clinton issued Executive Order 12866
(September 30, 1993), which requires federal
agencies to consult more actively and fully with
their state and local counterparts before
promulgating intergovernmental regulations and
mandates. This order was followed by Executive
Order 12875 (October 26, 1993), which limits
urrtimded mandates arising from agency rule
promulgation.

Many state and local officials would like to
go fnrther; they made reimbursement of federally
mandated expenditures their top priority for
congressional action. In the 103rd Congress, 34
mandate relief bills were introduced, including 10
that would require federal reimbursement.z
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Difficulties in Reimbursing Mandates

Establishing and operating a workable
reimbursement process will be difficult. Studies of
state mandate reimbursement programs for local
governments have found that most of them
provide relatively little funding relief and some
are completely ineffective.3

The states’ experience suggests that federal
policymakers will face a series of complex issues
in designing effective reimbursement programs.
For example, precision is needed to determine
which types of regulatory requirements and which
costs will qualify for federal reimbursement,
which federal programs provide frill or partial cost
reimbursement to state and local governments,
how such programs differ from each other, and
their advantages and disadvantages.

Other questions pertain to the benefits of
federal mandates and the mlatiorrshlp between
benefits and costs. Although compliance with
mandates may require additioml expenditures,
state and local governments also may derive
increased revenues; economic, social, or
environmental benefits; and/or reduced costs.
Thus, netting out costs and benefits is an
important consideration. Determining benefits is
no less difficult than determirdng costs, however,
especially when indirect costs and benefits are
included.

Many obstacles to mandate reimbursement
are conceptual in nature. For example, definitions
of “mandates” ofterr are unworkable or
inappropriate. According to common usage,
mandates encompass any federal statutory,
regulatory, or judicial instruction that (1) directs
state or local governments to undertake a specific
action or to perform an existing function in a
particular way, (2) imposes additioml financial
burdens on states and localities, or (3) reduces
state and local revenue sources.

Three problems interfere with utilizing this
definition as a basis for financial reimbursement:
(1) nontiscal dimerrsiom of mandates, (2)
problems of defining mandates, and (3) impacts
other than mandates.

The Nonfrscal Dimension. Many of the problems
associated with mandates are not primarily fiscal.
For example, objections to provisiom establishing
a uniform speed limit on the mtion’s highways,
and to many otier rules, have little to do with
cost. These mandates, however, raise important
issues of Iegitimaey, accountability, and political
representation. “Political costs” such as these
would remain even if the fimncial costs are
minimal or folly reimbursed by the Congress.

Problems of De@nition. There is no universally
accepted definition of a federal mandate and
surprisingly little consensus on the matter.
Consequently, attempts to estimate the total
number of federal mandates, and thus define the
universe of programs that might be subject to
reimbursement, vary greatly.

Financial Impacts Other than Mandates. Some
of the most costly federal financial impacts on
states and localities do not fit the standard
definition of a federal mandate, for example, the
costs to local school systems that occur as an
incidental consequence of the location of a major
federal installation, or immigration or other
federal policies that create significant incidental
fiscal impacts.

The Scope of Federal Financial Irnpaeta
It is clear that many federal poliq

instruments can impose fimncial impacts on state
and local governments. They may include
traditional direct mandates, various forms of grant
conditions, federal preemptions, tax policy
provisions, incidental and implied federal policy
impacts, and federal exposure of state and local
governments to legal and timncial liabilities.
Although these instruments vary considerably in
their degree of compulsion and regulatoV irrrent,
intergovernmental dialogue about federal
“mandates” is often complicated by the varying
definitions used.

Many of the problems associated with
mandates and other federally induced costs are
relatively recent. They have become politically
significant gradually as the scope and character of
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federal policy initiatives evolved from a
traditional reliance on grants and other subsidies
to a greater emphasis on unfunded regulation.
This relatively new development has been
encouraged by changing federal judicial doctrines
and increasingly constrained federal budgets.

Intergovernmental ‘Rmsions and Federally
Induced Costs

From the federal government’s perspective,
requiring state and local governments to undertake
activities, provide benefits, or enact laws can
appear to be an effective and efficient WSy to
achieve desirable policy objectives. Few citizens
or state and local governments would disagree
with the objectives of equal employment
opportunities for the handicapped, clean air, safe
drinking water, and curbing alcohol abuse by
teenagers, They produce many benefits, some of
which would be impossible or urdikely to occur
without federal action.

Nevertheless, concerns have been raised by
state and local governments about:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

✎

Excessive costs due to complex and
rigidly specified implementation
mechanisms;

Inadequate consideration of costs and
benefits;

Distortion of state and local budgets
and policy priorities;

Erosion of state and local initiative and
innovation;

Inefficiencies due to the application of
single, uniform solutions to
geographically diverse problems;

Inadequate consideration of varying
state and local financial and personnel
resources;

Attenuated accountability to citizens,
due to the separation of responsibilities
for policy direction and public finance;
and
A double standard, whereby the federal

government exempts itself from
compliance, or complies ordy partially,
with the regulations it imposes on state
and local governments.

Growing numbers of states and communities
have launched independent efforts to inventory
and assess the costs associated with federal
mandates. Some notable examples include studies
conducted by the cities of Anchorage, Columbus
(Ohio), and Chicago, and the states of Tennessee,
Ohio, and Virginia (see page 22).

ACIRExamines the Issue
ACIR’S concern for the intergovernmental

implications of mandates and federally induced
costs began almost 20 years ago. In its 1977
report Categorical Grants: Their Role and
Design, the Commission focused early attention
on crosscutting grant requirements, maintenance-
of-effort requirements, and other forms of grant
conditions. The following year, the Commission
examined fimncial issues arising from state
mandates affecting local governments in State
Mandating of Local Expenditures. ACIR’S 1984
report Regulatory Federalism: Policy, Process,
Impact and Reform traced the growth in federal
mandates during the 1960s and 1970s.

Reports on Federal Statutory Preemption of
State and Local Authority in 1992 and Federal
Regulation of State and Local Governments in

1993 traced the growth of federal mandates and
preemptions during the 1980s and began the
difficult task of identifying the financial costs of
intergovernmental regulations. The Commission
added to knowledge about the field with reports
on disability rights, medicaid, environmental
decisiomntilng, state mandates, and public
works.

Through these and other efforts, ACIR has
developed a growing body of recommendations,
which include:

● Elimination of crossover sanctions as an
enforcement tool in federal statutes
(1984);
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●

●

●

●

●

Full federal reimbursement for all
additional direct costs imposed by new
legislative mandates (1984);

Establishment of a “preemption notes”
process (1) in the Congress to amlyze
the impacts of proposed preemption
legislation prior to enactment, and (2)
in the Executive Branch as part of the
rulemaklng process (1992);

Reexamimtion by the Supreme Court
of the constitutionality of federal
mandating (1993);

A two-year moratorium on unfunded or
underfunded legislative, executive, and
judicial mandates (1993); and

Enactment of a Mandate Relief Act that
would require (1) regular inventory and
cost estimation of all existing and
proposed federal mandates, (2)amlysis
of the incidence of costs and the ability
to pay of those parties on whom the
costs fall or would fall, and (3)
equitable federal sharing of the
mandated costs or an affordable
prioritization and scheduling of
compliance by the nonfederal parties
(1994).

Congress Considers Federally Induced Costs
In 1993, the question of what to do about

federally induced costs began to be considered
seriously by the Congress. The 34 “mandate
relief” bills introduced in the 103rd Congress
resulted in hearings in the Senate and the House
and a compromise bill that would provide:

● Definition of mandates as federal
legislation and regulation that requires
state, local, and tribal goverzrment
participation in a federal program, or
that would compel state and local
spending for participation (major
entitlement programs).

● Exchrsion of legislation and regulations
implementing civil rights; individual

●

●

●

●

●

constitutioml rights; waste, fraud, and
abuse prevention in grant programs;
emergencies; andmtional security.

A requirement for CBO to (1) estimate
the impact on state, local, and tribal
governments; (2) state whether it should
be funded; (3) identify existing and new
sources of federal fimncial assistance;
(4) describe other costs and benefitz;
and (5) state whether there is an
intention to preempt.

A point of order procedure on
legislation containing mandates
estimated to cost state, local, and tribal
governments more than $50 million per
year unless new or additional financial
assistance is authorized.

A requirement for federal regulato~
agencies to (1) develop a process for
state, local, and tribal input into the
development of regulations; (2) provide
greater outreach and assistance to small
governments; (3) evahrate costs and
benefits of major regulations with an
expected cost over $100 million.

Prohibition of judicial review of actions
taken pursuant to the act.

A two-year study to establish a baseline
methodology fo~ determining costs and
benefits.

Questions Mlsed
In the process of holding hearings on a

number of these bills, it became apparent that
many hard-to-grasp details are cmcial to finding
workable solutions to the mandate relief issue.
Questions raised by the hearings fall into the
following categories:

● What is a “mandate” and who is
responsible for funding it?

● How should reimbursement amounts be
calculated?

● Who should determine the amounts to be
reimbursed?
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● Should the Congress take further action to
reform the executive rulemaking process to help
provide mandate relief?

Elements of the “Mandate-Relief” Solution

Solutions are needed to three broad
problems: (1) informing the process, (2)
disciplining the system, and (3) funding federally
induced costs.

Informing the Process. Estimates of the total
amual cost impact of federal actions on state and
local government budgets range from 2 or 3
percent to 20 percent or more. There is no good
fix on these figures, either mtionwide or for
individual state and local governments, yet they
are at the heart of the issue.

Three potential means of better informing the
process are frequently discussed: (1) better cost
estimates for proposed federal actions, (2) cost
accounting standards to facilitate the collection of
reliable information, and (3) an inventory of
federally induced costs updated annually to track
their total impact over time.

Disciplining the System. Information alone may
not be enough to limit added federal costs on state
and local governments. Any additional
disciplining of the mandate process probably must
come from the Congress.

There are several ways to introduce greater
discipline into the processes to limit or reverse
unfunded federal requirements: (1) process
improvements, (2)criteria for federal ftmding, (3)
caps, (4) realignment of the federal system, and
(5) moratoria.

Funding Federally Induced Costs. It is not
enough to know how much a new federal
requirement will cost. It also should be
demonstrated how the costs can be met. Direct
reimbursement through the federal budget is
simplest, but it islimited hy the deficit. Thus, the
search for fimncial partners, “creative financing”
tectilques, and affordability analyses is
increasingly attractive.

nues, payments in lieu of taxes, user fees, mixed
public and private funds, in-kind contributions,
tax expenditures, longer schedules for compliance,
and waivers.

The issues outlined above are difficult, and
objective research alone is not likely to ~solve
them. Additional intergovernmental dialogue also
is needed.

Bruce D, McDowell is ACIR Director of
&vernment Policy Research.

NOTES
1 See, for example, Susan A. MacManus, “‘Mad’ about
Msndatea: The Issue of Who Should Pay for What

Resurfaces,” Publius: The Journal of Federalism21
(Summer1991):59-76;and National Conference of State

Legislatures, Marrdate Cafalogue (Washington, DC, 1993).

2Several bills attracted considerable support. Early in 1994,
a bill introduced by Rep. Jarnea P. Moran to improve the
congressional process for estimating mandate costs (H. R.

1295) had 243 cosponsom. Among the bills that would
waive compliance with unfunded federal mandate

requirements, H.R. 140, introduced by Rep. Gary A.
Condit, had219 cosponsors in the House of Representatiws

and S. 993, sponsored by Sen. Dirk Wmpthome, had 53
m-sponsors in the Senate.

3 For analyses of state mandate reimbursement programs,

see U.S. Senate, Subcommittee on Intergovemmerrti
Relations, 1985 Hearings; U.S. General Accounting Office,

LegislotiwMandates:Statefiperiences Offer[nsightsfor
FederalAction (Washington, DC, 1988); and U.S. Advisory
Conunission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR),
Mandates:CasesinStote-LucalRelationsWshirrgton,DC,
1990).

Beyond appropriation of funds for grants or
loans, there is a growing interest in shared reve-
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Assessing

Several state and local governments have
sought to provide comprehensive information
about federal mandate costs and their budgetary
effects, but there are still gaps and umsolved
issues. Some studies have concentrated solely or
primarily on environmental mandates, while
others have considered a sample of mandates.
These studies raise questions about methodology
and interpretation, including:

●

●

Mandate
Effects .

on State and Local
Governments 9

Philip M. Dearborn
●

Manyquestions have been raised about “
the financiaf consequences of federal mandates
to state and local governments. To hel~ answer

Should the definition of mandates be
limited to outright unfinded directives or
should grant conditions and the effects of
federal tax actions be included?

When both state and federal laws or
regulations ~quire similar action, which
government should be considered
responsible for the unfunded mandate?

Should costs that local governments pass
through to users in the form of fees or
charges be differentiated from costs
payable from general taxes?

Should mandate costs incorporated in
budget bases or rate schedules be
differentiated from future costs that will
add to spending or rates?

Should the effects of mandates be shown
as a percentage of budgets, own-source
revenues, or costs per household, or on
some other basis?

How should known but unscheduled and
mrfinanced future mandate costs be
shown to illustrate effects on annual
budgets?

How should these and other issues be
treated in mandate relief legislation?

these question$ - ACIR has revi~ed and Some of the problems encountered in making

summarized severaf recent studies of mandate comprehemive fimncial assessments of the costs

costs. The costs reported were related to state of unfunded federal mandates and interpreting the

and local budgets to the extent feasible, and results can be illustrated by the reporta from

some of the dl~culties in interpreting the Temessee, Ohio, Columbus (Oh]o), Lewiston

impacts were identified. (Maine), Chicago, and Anchorage.
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Wnnessee

Tennessee’s Department of Fimnce and
Administration compiled a list of every new
federal mandate that had caused additional state
expenditures from the General Fund since FY
1986-87, reported in The Impact of Federal
Mandates. The estimated costs of these mandates
in 1993 and 1995 are shown in Table 1.

Table1
State of Tennessee

Federal Mandate Costs
(millions)

1993 1995 Increase
Medicaid $113.4 $141.6 $28.2
Non-Medicaid 24.0 36.6 12.6
Loss of Sales Tax 16.3 16.3 0.0
on Food Stamps
Tntal $153.7 $194.5 $40.8

Percentage of 1991
Own-Source
General Revenues
($5,612.4 million) 3.5% 2.7% 0.7%

The estimated mandate costs of $153.7
million for 1993 were equal to about 2.7 percent
of the state’s $5.6 billion own-source revenues in
1991, as reported by the Bureau of the Census.
The projected cost increase of $40.8 million from
1993 to 1995 is equivalent to about 0.7 percent of
1991 revenues. Ordy general fund mandates were
included in the study. The percentages might be
somewhat higher if special fund mandates, such as
transportation, were included.

The Tennessee report raises two important
issues in evaluating cost effects. First, for
Medicaid, the estimates include ordy state costs
resulting from federal directives issued since
1987. This represents a middle ground between
counting all Medicaid matching (about $750
million in 1991 for Tennessee) and not counting
any of the matching as a mandate because states
are not required to participate in Medicaid.

The second issue is whether the 20 states that
tax food sales should, like Tennessee, count as a
mandate the revenues not received on food stamp
pumhases, which are exempt from sales taxes.

Ohio

Oh]o, in an August 1993 report, The Need
for a New Federalism: Federal Man&tes and
Their Impact on the State of Ohio, estimated the
cost of unfunded federal mandates on the state
government for 1992 to 1995 (see Table 2). The
1992 estimated cost of $260.1 million is about 1.7
percent of own-source revenues in fiscal year
1991. The increase of $129.1 million from 1992
to 1995 is equivalent to about 0.8 percent of 1991
own-source revenues. Although the bases for
calculating the Ohio and Temessee estimates are
somewhat different, the percentages of own-
source revenues spent on mandates are
remarkably similar.

For Medicaid, Ohio also estimated the
mandate cost of federal requirements erected
since 1987, which reflects a small portion of state
Medicaid spending (about $1.8 billion in 1991).

Table2
State nf Ohio

Federal Mandate Costs
(millions)

1992 1995 Increase

Medicaid $185.4 $262.7 $77.3
Other Human Services 4S.7 68.5 19.s
Clem Water Act 16.6 26.7 10.1
Transportation 4,9 31.3 26.4
Other 4,5 -4.5
Total $260.1 $389.2 $129.1

Percentage of 1991
Own-Source
General Revenues
($15,623.0 million) 1.7% 2.5% 0.8%

Note: These figures do not include W30 million in wsts to
comply with the Americam wifh DisrrbilifiesAc[, which will
be incurred over severrd years.
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Ohio, urdike Tennessee, estimated some
transportation mandate costs that result primarily
from federal requirements to (1) use rubberized
asphalt, (2) follow the International Registration
Plan, and (3) change requirements for commercial
drivers’ licenses.

Although OhIo estimates W30 million in
costs from the Americans with Disabilities Act, it
was not possible to allocate the costs by years.
Most of these costs involve nonrecurring capital
expenditures over several years, perhaps funded
by bond issues requiring debt-service payments
over an extended period. The additioml annual
mandate costs that should be added will depend on
when and how these costs are ultimately incurred.

Columbus, Ohio

The City of Columbus, in a 1991 report by
the Department of Health, Environmental
Legislation: The Increasing Costs of Regulato~
Compliance, identified estimated mandate costs it
would incur from 1991 to 2000. The costs are
estimated for each year from 1991 to 1995, but
are summarized in total amounts for 1996 to
2000. The study includes federal and state
mandates. In most instances, the state laws either
parallel or implement federal laws, with the
federal law providing the underlying mandate.

However, in the case of solid waste disposal
and infectious waste, the state appears to be the
principal source of the mandate. The estimated
costs for 1991 and 1995 are shown in Table 3.

The city estimates that the $62.1 million in
1991 mandate costs represented about 10.6
percent of the $591.5 million budget, with this
percentage increasing to 18.3 percent in 1995. If
the solid waste disposal and infectious waste costs
are considered state mandates, then the remaining
federal mandates are 10.4 percent in 1991 and
15.0 percent for 1995.

In preparing the estimates, the city surveyed
every municipal department for costs incurred
under 13 federal mandates, Just three programs
(Clean %ter Act, Safe Drinking %ter Act, and

Table 3
City of Columbus, Ohio

Federal and State Environmental Mandate Coats

(millions)

1991 1995 Incrmae

Clean Water Act $54.7 $75.5 $20.s
Resource Conservation 4.2 2.8 -1.4
Safe Dritilng Water 1.4 7.5 6.1
Solid Waste Disposal 0.5 18.9 1s.4
Other 1,3 2.7 1.4
Total $62.1 $107.4 $45.3

Percentage of City Budget
($591.5 million) 10.6% 18,3% 7.7%
Percentage
without State Mandates 10.4 % 15.0% 4.6%

solid waste regulations) account for 95 percent of
the total 1995 costs.

The Columbus study provides additioml
perspective on mandate cost estimates by
separating those supported by sewer and water
charges from those supported by general taxes and
converting both types to costs per household (see
Table 4).

By 1995, nearly 80 percent of tie estimated
costs of mandates will be charged to sewer and
water users, leaving a relatively small amount,
almost entirely for solid waste, to be charged to

Table 4
Columbus Mandate Costa

by Source of Payments and Hmrsebold Costs

1991 1995 Increase
Source of Payments:

(millions)
Sewer and Water $56.6 $S4.8 $28.2
General Taxes 5.5 22,6 17,1
Total $62.1 $107.4 $45.3

Paymentsper Househofd:
(dollars)

Sewer and Water $163 $244 $81
General Taxea
Total $1:: $3: $lfi
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general taxpayers. In some local governments,
solid waste costs are also charged to users.

Chicago Illinois
The City of Chicago, in conjunction with the

Institute for Metropolitan Affairs at Roosevelt
University, surveyed all city departments for the
1991 costs of federal and state unfunded mandates
and regulations. Rpo~din fitfing Federalism to
%rk for America: Tackling the Problems of
Unrnded Mandates and Burdensome Regulations,
the federal costs totaled $191.2 million, or the
equivalent of 8.3 percent of the city’s 1991 own-
source revenues (see Table 5).

Table 5
City of Chicago, Illinois

Unfunded Federal Mandates
(millions)

1991 Cnsts

Agency Direct $s8.2
Indirect Administrative ‘21.3
Airport Restrictions 12.7
Arbitrage Rebate 1s.0
Bond Retimurcing Restrictions 45.0
Total $191.2

Percentage of 1991 Own-Snurce
General Revenues ($2,307.9 milfinn) 8.3%

A separate estimate for environmental
mandates projects the costs as declining from
$95.1 million in 1991 to$68.2million in 1995.
Untike the other cities, most Chicago
environmental costs result from the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act and clean air
requirements, not from water-related regulations.
City agencies are not responsible for drinking
water and sewage treatment. Aa a result, the
environmental costs to residents are undoubtedly
much higher than shown in this amlysis.

There are several unique features in the
Chicago study. The city estimates that it incurs
annual costs as a result of federal limitations on
slots at O’Hare Airport. The city also considers

the costs of arbitrage rebates a federal mandate.
These costs stem from the 1986 federal tax
reform that prohibited state andlocal governrnents
from profiting by investing federally tax-exempt
bond funds in higher yielding taxable securities.
Similarly, the 19861aw permita ortfy one advance
refunding of tax-exempt bonds, secured by
escrowed hlgherinterest federal securities. In both
instances, the city believes its debt mamgement
has been impaimd by federal laws intended to
elimimte an abuse of the federal income tax laws.

Lewiston,Maine
The City of Lewiston, in a 1992 report,

TestimoW on the Review oftiisting Regulations:
The Regulatory Flexibility Act for the US. EPA,
analy=d the capital, operational, and maintenance
costs of complying wittr federal mandates.
Uwiston’s estimates include the amounts (1)
actually budgeted in 1992, (2) projected based on
existing requirements, and (3) needed to meet
proposed federal regulations (see Table 6).

Table 6
Lewiston, Maine

Cnst nfFederal Mandates
(thnusands)

Current Projected pro~d

Safe Dritiirrg Water
Debt Service $305.1 $392.3 $1,107.2
Operation & Maintenance 30.0 300.0 1,250.0

Clean Water
Debt Service 18.4 453.4 4,322.6
Operation & Maintenance 10.0 410,0 1,000.O

Occupational Safery

Debt Service 10.5 5.2 0.0
Operation & Maintenance 40.0 70.0 0,0

Totals
Debt Service 334.0 850.9 5,429.8
Operation & Maintemurce 80.0 700.0 2,250.0

Grand Total $414.0 $1,630 .9$7,679.8

Percemof 1992 Budget
($53 Million) 0,8% 3.1% 14.5%

Note: Debt service is baaed on projected capital costs
amnrtized with level debt service over 20 years at 6 percent.
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These mstrlts do not include solid waste costs
that the city considers to be state requirements,
even though they may relate indirectly to federaI
requirements. It also was necessary to estimate
annual debt-service costs hased on the lump-sum
capital spending estimates.

The $414,000 currently budgeted for federal
mandates represents about 0.8 percent of
Lewiston’s budget. Complying with projected
requirements at a cost of $1.6 million would add
3,1 percent, and compIyirtg with all proposed
regulations would add 14.5 percent. Thus, at
some time in the ftrttr~, the costs of complying
with all potential federal requirements could equal
about 18.4 percent of the city budget. Because
most of the anticipated costs are associated with
safe dri~lng water and clean water activities, it
appears they would result mairdy in increased
sewer and water charges.

Anchorage, Alaska
The City of Anchorage estimated the costs of

federal mandates in 1992 in wing for Federal
Environmental Mandates: A Looming Crisis for
Cities and Counties, using a method similar to
that used by Cohrmbus (see Table 7). Expressed

Table 7
Anchorage, Alaska

Coats of Federal Environmental Mmrdate.s

(millions)

1993 1996 tncreaae

Clean Water $4.4 $13.1 $s.7
Clean Air 3.9 11.0 7.1
Resource Conservation
and Recovery 7.8 6,0 -1.s

Toxic Substances 1.2 1,1 -0.1
All Other 5,2 6.4 1.2
Total $22.5 $37.6 $15.1

Percentage of 1991
Own-Source
General Revenues
($386.9 million) 0.6% 1.0% 0.4%

as a percentage of own-source revenues, the costs
were less than 1 percent in 1993 and are expected
to increase to only 1 percent by 1996. This impact
is much lower than the Columbus and Lewiston
estimates, and Anchorage cautions that it should
not be viewed as representative of other cities or
counties for several reasons. These ~asorrs
include limited industrial development problems,
relatively new infrastructure, and considerable
wealth from oil production.

Issues in Evaluation
Future efforts to evaluate the fiscal effects of

federal mandates will have to contend with a
variety of difficult issues, which are noted at the
beginning of this article, Perhaps the most
troublesome will be how comprehensive the
studies should be and how to allocate costs.
Definitions of mandates range from a very narrow
inclusion of unfunded directives to including all
grant programs and tax effects, Federal mandates
and state policies also have become intertwined in
many instances, making it difficult to determine
which government is responsible for the costs,
especially those incurred by local governments.

Philip M, Dearborn is ACIR Director of

!. ...

Significant Featurex
of Fiscal Federalism

1994 Edition
Volume I–Budget Procexs= and Tax Systems

Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism, Vol. I,
includes federal and state budget processes; federal
indlvidud income tax rates; state and 10CSI
individual income taxes rates updated through
November 1993; tax rate and base information on
social security and unemployment insurance;
general sales tax rates and exemptions; state
severance taxes; property tax relief programs;
federal and state excise tax rates; estate,
inheritarrce, and gift taxes; state and local property
transfer taxes; arrd automobile fees and taxes,

M-190 June 1994 $24.95
(see page 43 for order form)

. ... . . .
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SEC
Disclosure

Proposes
Mandate

Philip M. Dearborn

The U. S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), on March 17, 1994, pub-
lished a proposed rule that would impose
substantial accounting, auditing financial
reporting, and other disclosure requirements on
virtually all state and local governments issuing
$1 million or more of debt. SEC indicatedthat
the proposed requirements are necessary to
protect investors from fraudulent, deceptive, or
manipulative practices by state and local
governments.

The SEC Proposed Rule
The proposed role would require that an

underwriter, before purchasing or selling state or
local government securities, must secure a written
agreement that the state or local government will
comply with a list of required filings with a
securities information repository. The principal
filing requirements are “fimncial information.
including annual audited financial statements and
pertinent operating information, ” and notice in
timely reamer, if any of 11 events occur that
would affect the finances of the government.

SEC said that information released to the
public by a city is reasonably expected to reach
investors, and those disclosures are subject to the
anti-fraud provisions, The governments also
would be required to specify their accounting
principles, the information that will be made
available in addition to the audited statements, and
when the information would be provided.

Organizations Oppose Rule
Ten national organizations representing a

cross section of market participants, including the
National Association of Counties, Government
Finance Officers Association, and National
Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers, and
Treasurers, made a joint response in which they
raised a number of general and specific objections
to the proposed rule. The National League of
Cities, in a separate response, strongly objected to
the proposed SEC rule, The following summary
of these two responses provides a general
overview of the issues. To date, there has been no
SEC response or action.

The .foint Response. The ten organizations
found that the proposed rule would indirectly
preempt state regulatory processes to achieve
federal purposes and would “effectively regulate
state and local governments and impose direct
costs upon them. ” They found that the rule may
violate basic principles of federalism and statutory
interpretation. They asked that SEC respect the
precepts of federalism and that it be sensitive to
the concerns of state and local governments.
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The organizations viewed the proposed nde
as a “significant new federal mandate” because of
the additioml compliance costs many governments
would incur for consultants and increased staff
dedicated to disclosure efforts. These costs were
predicted to fall disproportiomtely on smaller
governments. Thejustification forthese additional
costs was felt to be weak because state and local
governments:

●

●

●

●

Have no record of defaults on debt;

Are public entities that operate in the
public domain and are governed by
elected officials who are accountable to
voters and subject to public scrutiny;

Make information available routinely to
the public; and

Provide current information to bond
rating agencies.

The respondents concluded that before
imposing the rule the SEC should “compute a
cost-benefit amlysis concerning the scope of the
proposed rule. ”

The organizations concluded that it is
virtually impossible to define uniform national
rules with any specificity given the different types
of governments and the debt they issue. No
single, inflexible rule can take into account the
various accounting, auditing, and financial report-
ing practices that are followed either voluntarily
or in response to state laws. Flexibility is needed
so that governments do not have to provide la~e
amounts of information that is irrelevant to
investors or needlessly adds staff or incurs costs,

While the organizations recognized that
governments should be willing to provide
financial and operational data at least annually to
an outside reposito~, they said it is not
appropriate for SEC to define the form and
content of the information. Therefore, the
information requirement should be modified, At
most, the SEC could urge governments to comply
with nationally recognized standards or guidelines,

National League of Cities (NLC). NLC
opposed “the imposition of federal government

mandates specifying exactly what, how, and when
local governments must issue disclosure docu-
merits.” It urged (1) a cost-benefit analysis to
assess the costs imposed on communities in
comparison with the potential benefits to invest-
ors, and (2) that any rule focus on specifically
identified problems. There is no reason to create
“cumbersome rules and new liabilities to prevent
imagina~ problems. ”

A major objection regarding the proposal that
information releases be subject to anti-frmrd
provisions is the chilIing effect this could have on
written and oral statements by public officials.
Information intended to inform constituents or as
part of a political dialogue could come within this
limitation, even if the information was not for the
purpose of informing investors. NLC su~ests that
fraud provisions should be limited to an official of
the government designated to provide information
to investors,

NLC also noted that there are constitutioml
issues, The Tenth Amendment may preclude the
proposed rule, since there is ambiguous statutory
authority and states are not represented by SEC,
In addition, NLC said, the proposed rule is not
reasonably designed because it will burden state
and local governments far more than is necessary
to achieve the rule’s objective.

NLC concludes that the proposed rule has
repercussions for intergovernmental relations far
beyond the scope of SEC’s jurisdiction. The
proposals “affect the way local governments not
ordy budget and finance for their citizens and
taxpayers, but also impose restrictions on the
means by which public elected officials may
communicate to their citizens.” The NLC
response includes specific recommendations,
including deferring any action until receipt of
comments from the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations.

Philip M, Dearborn is director of Government
Finance Research at ACIR.
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Public Attitudes on Governments and Taxes
1994

In its 1994 annual survey of public
attitudes toward governments and taxes,
ACIR asked two long-term trend questions:

● Which do you think is the worst tax -
that is, the least fair: federal income
ta, federal Social Security tax, state
income tax, state sales tax, or local
prope~ tax?

● From which level of government do
you feel you get the least for your
monty ?

The federal governrnent drew the highest
number of responses on both questions, The
federal income tax is in a virtual tie with the
local property tax as worst, and the federal
government far outweighed state and local
governments as giving the least for tax-
payers’ money (see Table 1),

Although the local property tax was rated
as unfair as the federal income tax, local
governments werejudgedas giving the least
for taxpayers’ money much less frequently
than the federal government and slightly less
than state governments.

As in past years, the fewest Americans
thirrkstate income and sales taxes are worst.
The Social Security taxis inthe same range
as the state taxes.

The brig-Range Trends

The worst-tax question including Social
Security has been asked five times beginning
in 1988. The least-for-your-money question
has been asked four times begirming in
1989. Over these years, the comparisons
among the governments and their taxes have
remained fairly stable, The ordy consistent
trend has been a decline in the number of
respondents judging the Social Security tax
to be worst.

Responses by D]fferent ~pulation Groups

Various subgroups in the population
respond to these questions differently. For
the 1994 questions, for example:

● Most Americans ratilng the federal
income tax as worst are aged 25 to
44, college graduates, residents of the
South, and those intbe category of

Table 1
The Puhlic’s 1994 Ratings

of Federal, State, and Local Governments

Government Taxes Least for
@ercent) Money

Income Social Sales Property
Seeurity

Federal 27 12 46

State 7 14 21

Local 28 19
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professions/managers/owners. The
fewest ranking this tax as worst are
among 18-24 ym-olds, those over
age 65, those without a high school
diploma, unemployed persons, and
residents of the Northeast.

● The localpmpe~ tax is ranked worst
most by those over age 65, &rsons
living in the North and the Northeast
(about even), and thow living in non-
metropolitan areas. The fewest radng
this tax as worst are under age 35,
whke collss/sales/clerical employees,
employed persons, persons living in
the West, and those in hge central
cities.

● Most Ameri~s who believe they get
the least for their money from the
fe&ral govenunent are men, male
heads of household, aged 35-44,
college graduates, employed persons,
white collar/sales/clericaJ employees,
thow living in the North, and those in
large central cities.

Details of the Survey responres and the
rnettilogy are available fim ACIR in
tiging Public ~ on *rnmew
d T- (S-23) for $10, To om’er the
wport, contact Stephanie Richardson, F~
(202) 653-5429, or mail to ACIR, 8W K
Stwet, NW, Suite 450 South Building,
Wmhington, DC 20575. ACIR accepts
Master Card and WSA.

National Felon Registry
(co~”nuedfim page 13)
will be enormous in responding to the
current epidemic of violent crime. The
federaf government just passed a major
crime bill. Some states also are trying to
enact new crime laws. They cannot be
eff=tive if we don’t know who tbe violent
offenders are and what they have done, and
where and when.

The centrrd registry would be in the FBI
and the Justice Department. The financial
resources exist to do this if the federal,
state, and locaf governments can be
persuaded that we have common priorities
and goals in tils area, and if they will
make it a priority to achieve those goals.
We have to establish a sense of urgency and
then work with juridlctions to determine the
resources that are necessasy to meet the
goals.

ACIR can play a major role as a
facilitator in developing the n-ssary
intergovernmental cooperation and the sense
of urgency we need to achieve the goal of
creating the national felon registry. Crime is
a real, vexing problem that is on the minds
of most Americans and that deeply involves
all levels of government. ACIR is the ideal
place in which to work out methods to help
coordinate the intergovemmentaf effort to
create a national criminal records data base
because of its statutory mission of providing
a fomm for discussing programs that require
intergovernmental cooperation, and its 20-
year history of studying various aspects of
the criminal justice system.

% HonorableByronL. Dorgan is a United
States Senator@m North Dakota. He is a
member of the Advisoiy Commission on
Intergovernmental Rel@”ons. This am”cle is
acerpted~m his remarks at the meeting of
the Commission on June 17, 1994.



ACIR at 35: Achievements in

As the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations marks its 35th amiversary, it
has been “reinvented.” Its historic roles have been
redefined and resources reallocated to support and
assist the Congress, the Administration, and state
and local governments in working together to
achieve effective, equitable results.

This transformation is in line with the
recommendation of the National Performance
Review (NPR) to strengthen ACIR and “charge it
with responsibility for continuous improvement in
federal, state, and local partnership and inter-
governmental service delivery. ” NPR cited
ACIR’Sstatutory charter as “a framework for true
intergovernmental collaboration. ”

The statute that created the Commission (P.L,
86-380) has guided its work for 35 years in
convening federal, state, and local officials in a
fomm to discuss federal grant and other programs
requiring intergovernmental cooperation; review-
ing proposed federal legislation to determine its
overall effect on the federal system; encouraging
early discussion of emerging intergovernmental
problems; recommending the most desirable
allocations of functions, responsibilities, and
revenues among governments; and recommending
methods of achieving balance in the intergovern-
mental fiscal system,

The Commission’s 35-year record of
identifying and researching intergovernmental
issues of emerging and long-term importance has
established it as a major forum and source of
ideas for developing policies to strengthen all
elements of the federal system.

ACIR has played a significant role in clarifying
and resolving intergovernmental issues affecting
the federal government directly and having an
impact on state and local governments. The
Commission monitors the federal system;
recommends ways of strengthening the fiscal

Perspective

position of state and local Eovemmenta. uromotes
balance in the federal s~stem, and ~dvocates
government accountability.

Following are highlights of the Commission’s
achievements.

1960s

As ACIR was getting organized in the 1960s,
the nation was facing issues stemming from
suburbanization, metropolimn development, and
the problems of urban areas in dealing with mral-
dominated state legislatures.

To help governments deal with these
challenges, ACIR recommended federal assistance
for comprehensive local and metropolitan
planning, coordination of federal aid in metro-
politan areas, advance federal approval of
interstate compacts for interstate metropolitan
areas, and an intergovernmental review and
comment process for the authorization of federal
aid (the A-95 review process).

For state and local governments, ACIR
suggested reapportionment of state legislatures,
which became law with Baker v. Carr in 1963;
annual legislative sessions and modernization of
committee structures; executive budgets and four-
year terms for governors; local home role;
annexation; county modernization; local consoli-
dation and dissolution powers; supervision of
special districts; interlocal agreements; and
multijurisdictional organizations.

ACIR began its survey of the fiscal character of
the federal, state, and local governments, which
evolved into the widely used annual Signl~cant
Features of Fiscal Federalism. The Commission
also pioneered the Representative Tax System
(RTS), a method for measuring the fiscal
capacities of state and local governments. The
RTS estimates are still part of ACIR’Sprogram of
monitoring the federal system.
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1970s
As ACIR moved into the 1970s, its program

focused on improved management of the exparrd-
ing federal grant-in-aid system. This work
contributed signiftmtly to enactment of generrd
revenue sharing and the establishment of several
block grants. ACIR also supported the develop-
ment of standard grant administration procedures.
As part of the grant studies program, ACIR
produced a Catalog of Federal Grant-in-Aid
Pmgrarns to State and tical Governments,
another continuing monitoring service that tracks
tie changing characteristics of the grant system.

ACIR’S first study of state and local roles in
the criminal justice system was undertaken in the
1970s, as was its study of the Safe Streets block
grant. Work on the criminal justice system
continues at the Commission.

ACIR’S work contributed to the establishment
and operation of regional organizations, the use of
interstate compacts, the development of methods
to deal with state mandates on IocaI governments,
creation of comprehensive state transportation
departments, and the establishment of state
ACIRS.

Other recommendations promoted techniques
for improving the administration of state income
and sales taxes, establishing guidelines for
targeted property w relief and local revenue
diversification, and using broad-based taxes to
strengthen the fiscal system. ACIR made contribu-
tions to the study of city financial emergencies
and efforts to equalize state school finance
systems.

Two other programs were begun in the 1970s
that continue today. In 1972, ACIR conducted its
first snnual poll on public attitudes on
governments and taxes, and in 1975, began
publication of Intergovernmental Perspective.

1980s

In the 1980s, ACIR recommended and
provided technical assistance for a systematic
sorting out of federal, state, and local responsi-

bilities and revenue soures, including the long-
term timback to the states of non-Interstate high-
way programs along with an equivalent portion of
the federal gasoline tax.

The Commission also pioneered the study of a
new field of regulatory fededlsm, federal
preemption of state and Id authority, and the
related issue of federally mrm&ted costs to state
and local governments. ~ls work also continues.

Based on the regulatory study, ACIR supported
efforts to provide greater flexibility in complying
with federal regulations, simplification of
regulations, and waivers of some regulations for
small governments. The Commission initiati and
the Congress enacted a fiscal notes process to help
dramatize the state and local cost implications of
federal actions.

ACIR also made important contributions to
indexation of the personal income M and
recommended that states be permitted to tax
interstate mail order sales. ACIR continued to
study local revenue diversification, with reports
on user charges, locrd sales taxes, and 1A
income taxes.

The Commission began pIaying a major role
in attempting to restore constitutional balance to
the federal system. ACIR also chronicled the
resurgence of state governments and promoted the
study of state constitutional law, publishing the
first 50-state textbook of law cases and other
makrials on the subject. This texttik now is
used throughout the nation.

In light of federal proposals to preempt state
and locaI regulation of the nation’s growing
service economy, ACIR highlighted the advan-
tages of the system of dual federal-state regulation
of banking and telecommunications, and taxation
of banking. This work continued in the 1990s
with recommendations for the insurance indust~.

ACIR devoted substantial attention to the
workings of metropolitan governance structures to
achieve the benefits of regional cooperation
without loss of citizen empowerment and local
government efficacy.
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ACIR also addressed the intergovernmental
dimensions of welfare reform, examined the
emergence of residential community associations
and alerted state and local governments to the
need to establish intergovernmental relations with
them, issued recommendations based on state and
local innovations in dealing with the homeless,
and examined federal and state compliance with
disability rights mandates.

1990s
In the first years of the decade, ACIR focused

attention on the importance of forging a better
balance between the nation’s needs for
environmental protection and public works, and
cooperated with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers to develop a federal infrastructure
investment strategy that has begun to be imple-
mented by the Administration and to be discussed
in the Congress.

The Commission also urged substantial
intergovernmental reforms in governance of the
nation’s water resources; and worked with feder-
al, state, and local officials to improve sharing of
the geographic data essential to many functions of
government.

In addition, ACIR published new research on
the pros and cons of irtterjurisdictional tax and
policy competition; recommended reforms for
Medicaid to help ease the rapid rise in state and
local costs; recommended increased roles for
general government elected officials in making the
criminal justice system more effective; focused
attention on the continuing importance of the state
and mtioml roles of the National Guard in the
face of defense downsizing; inventoried federal
statutory preemptions of state and local authority;
focused attention on the need for greater local
government autonomy; and urged intergover-
nmentalreforms in child care programs to improve
service delivery.

To complement its Representative Tax System,
ACIR developed a new Representative
Expenditure System measure. ACIR continues to
report ~gularly on the intergovernmental fiscal

system, add to its local revenue diversification
series (travel taxes and rural economies), track the
effects of state aid to public elementary and
secondary schools, revise estimates of potential
revenue from taxation of interstate mail order
sales, and track the changing characteristics of the
federal grant system.

ACIR completed its 35tlr year by publish~
new research quantifyirrg the very large financial
responsibilities of local governments in health
care and the need to consider how that would be
affected by health care reform, setting forth
strategies for improving government effectiveness
(focusing on drought preparedness), and describ-
ing ways to provide ~lief to state and local
governments from the effects of unfunded federal
mandates.

As its 36th year gets under way, the
Commission is addressing intergovernmental imp-
lementation of the Intermodal Suflace Tmnspor-
tation Eficienq Act of 1991, the Government
Pe~omurnce and Results Act of 1993, and the
federal mandate relief legislation pending in the
Congress.

A complete listing of members and publicti”ons
of the Commission be~”ns on page 34.
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ACIR Membership 1959-1994

Private Citizens
Frank Bane, Chairmn (Virginia, D)
John E. Buren mew York, R)
James K. Pollock (h4ichigan, R)
Howard K. Bowen (Iowa, D)
Dan Hummel (Arizona, D)
Thomas H, Eliot wlssouri, D)
Adelaide Walkm (North Carolina, D)
Farris Bryant, Chairmn (Florida, D)
Dorothy 1. Ctine (New Mexico, D)
Price Daniel (Texas, D)
Alexander Heanf (Temessee, D)
Howad @o) CaOaway (Geo~ia, R)
Robert E. Merriam, Chairman (Illinois, R)
Edward C. Bantield (Massachuset5, D)
Robert H, Ftnch (California, R)
John H. Altorfer (Illinois, R)
E Cliflon White (Connecticut, R)
Richard W. Riley (South Carolina, D)
Bill G. King (Alabama, D)
Abraham D. Beame, Chairmn (New York, D)
Mary Eleanor Wall (Illinois, D)
Eugene Eidenberg (Washington, DC, D)
Robert B. Hawkins, Jr., Chairman (California, R)
James S. Dwight, Jr. (Virginia, R)
Mary Kathleen Teag.e (Washingmn, DC, R)
Daniel J. Elamr (Pennsylvania, R)
Mary Ellen Joyce (Virginia, R)
W]lliam F. Winter, Chairmn (Mississippi, D)
Richard R Nathan (New York, D)

United States Senators
Sam J. Ervin (North Carolina, D)
Karl E. Mundt (South DakoIa, R)
Edmund S. Muskie (Maine, D)
Charles H, Percy (Illinois, R)
Ernest F. HoOings (South Carolina, D)
William V. Roth (Delaware, R)
W~OiamHaIhaway~aine, D)
LawIonChiles (Florida, D)
James R. Sasser (Tennessee D)
Dave Durenberger i,iUinnesota. R)
Carl Levin (Michigan, D)
Charles S. Robb (Vicgi”ia, D)
Daniel K. Akaka (Hawaii, D)
Byron L. Dorgan (North Dakota, D)
Bob Graham (Florida, D)

U.S. Representatives
Florence P. Dwyer (New Jemey, R)
L,H. Fountain (North Carolina, D)
Wilbur D. MIOS(Arkansas, D)
Frank Ikard (Texas, D)

Appointed
1959
1959
1959
1962
1962
1964
1964
1967
1967
1967
1967
1969
1969
1971
1973
1975
1976
1977
1978
1978
1980
1981
1981
1983
1983
1986
1989
1993
1994

Appointed
1959
1959
1959
1972
1973
1975
1977
1977
1979
1981
1988
1989
1991
1993
1994

Appointed
1959
1959
1959
1961

Eugene J. Keogh (New York, D)
Al UOman (Oregon, D)
Clarence J. Brown, Jr. (Ohio, R)
James C. Corman (California, D)
R1chad Vander Veen (Michigan, D)
Charles B. Rangel (New York, D)
Barney Frank (Massachusetts, D)
Robert S. Walker (Pennsylvania, R)
Ted Weiss (New York, D)
Sander kvin (Michigan, D)
Jim Ross Lightfoot (Iowa, R)
hrkin Smith(Mississippi, R)
Richad K. Armey (Texas, R)
Donald M. Payne (New Jersey, D)
Craig Thomas (Wyoming, R)
James P. Moran (Virginia, D)
Steven H. Schiff (New Mexico, R)

Members of the Federal Ex~utive Branch APJU
Wbert B. Anderson (Secmbry, TreasuW, R)
Arthur S. Fleming (Secmlary, HeaRh,

Education and Welfa=, R)
James P. Mitchell (Secmhry, Labor, R)
C. Douglas Dillon (SecEmry, TmasuW, R)
Abraham A. Ribicoff (Sec~tary, Health,

Education and Welfare, D)
Arthur J. Goldber8 (Secmtacy, Labor, D)
Antiony J, Celeb~zze (Secretary, Health,

Education and Welfare, D)
Robert C. Weaver (Secretary, Housing

and Urban Development, D)
Orville L. Freeman (Secretary, Agriculmre, D)
Henry H. ~wier(Secmtary, TreasurK D)
Farris BrWnt (Director, Office of

Emersenq Planning, D)
Wmsey Clark (Atmrney Geneml, D)
Price Daniel (Direcmr, Office of

Emergenq Planning, D)
Robert P. Mayo (Director, Budget Bu~au, R)
George H. Romney (Sec~tary,

Housing and Urban Development, R)
Robefi H. F,nch (Sec=tary,

Health, Education and Welfare, R)
George P. Sbultz (Direc@r, Office of

Management and Budget, R)
Kenneth R. Cole, Jr. (Assistant mtbe President

for Domestic Affairs, R)
Caspar W. Weinberger (Secretary, Health,

Education and Welfa~, R)
James T, Lynn (Director, Office of

Management and Budget, R)
James M. Cannon (Assistant to the President

for Domestic Affairs, R)

1962
1967
1973
1975
1976
1977
1982
1983
1983
1985
1987
1989
1990
1991
1991
1993
1993

]interf
1959

1959
1959
1961

1961
1961

1962

1962
1965
1965

1967
1967

1967
1969

1969

1969

1970

1972

1973

1975

1975
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Carla A. Hills (Secretary, Housing
and Urban Development, R)

Thomas B. Lance (Director,
Office of Management and Budget, D)

W. Michael Blumenthal (Secretary, Treasury, D)
Juanita M. Kreps (SecRtary, Commexe, D)
James T. McJntyre (Director, Office of

Management and Budget, D)
Moon Landricu (Secretary, Housing

and Urban Development, D)
G. William Miller (Secretary, Treasury, D)
Samuel R. Pierce (Sec%tary, Housi@

and Urban Development, R)
James G. Watt, Chairman (Sec~tary, Inlerior, R)
Richati S, Williamson (A.ssishnt to the President

for Inte~ovcrnlnennl Affairs, R)
Lee L, Verstandig (Assistant to the President

for Intergovernmental Affairs, R)
William P. Clark (Secretary, hnerior, R)
Raymond J. Donovan (Secretary, Labor, R)
William E, Bmck, III (Secrewry, Labor, R)
Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr. (Deputy Assistant

to the President/Di~ctor, Ofice of
Intergovernmental Affaim, R)

Edwin Meese, RJ (Attorney General, R)
Gwendolyn S. King (Deputy Assistant to the President/

Director, Office of Jntergovernmencd Affairs, R)
Andrew H. Cad (Special Assistant to the President

for Intergovernmental Affairs, R)
Ann McLaughlin (Secretary, Labor, R)
Richad L. Thornbugh (Attorney General, R)
Debra Rae Andemon (Deputy Assistant to the PresidenU

Director, Office of Jntergovernmen~l Affairs, R)
Samuel K. Skinner (Sec=tary, Transportation, R)
Karen Spencer (Special Assismnt to the President

for InteUovernmenml Affairs, R)
Lamar Alemnder (Secretary, Education, R)
And~w H. Cad (Secretary, Transpiration, R)
Bobbi Kilberg (Special Assistant to the President/

Director of Intergover”me”tal Affairs, R)
Carol M. Browner (Administrator, E“vironme”tal

Protection Agency, D)
Marcia L. Hale (Assistant tothe President/Di~ctorof

Intergovernmental Affairs, D)
Richati W, Riley (Secremry, Ed”cation, D)

Governors
Ernest F. Hollings (Soulh Carolina, D)
Abmbam A. Rlbicoff (Connecticut, D)
Robert E. Smylie(Idaho, R)
William G. Stratton (Illinois, R)
Jobn Anderson, Jr. (Kansas, R)
Michael V. DiSalle(Ohio, D)
Carl E, Sandem (Georgia, D)
Terry Sanford (North Carolina, D)
John N, Dempsey (Connecticut, D)
Nelson A. Rockefeller (New York, R)
John A. Volpe (Massach.setb, R)

1975

1977
1977
1977

1978

1979
1980

1981
1981

1981

1983
1984
1984
1985

1985
1985

1987

1987
1988
1988

1989
1989

1989
1991
1992

1992

1993

1993
1993

Appointed
1959
1959
1959
1959
1961
1961
1963
1963
1964
1965
1967

Buford ERington (Tennessee, D)
James A, Rhodes (Ohio, R)
Spiro T, Agnew (Marylander)
Raymond P. Shafer (Pennsylvania, R)
Warwn F, Hearnes (Missouri, D)
Ranald Reagan (California, R)
Dale Bumpen (Arkansas, D)
Richard B, Ogilvie (Illinois, R)
Ricbard F, Kneip(Soutb Dakota, D)
Daniel J. Evans (Washington, R)
Robert D. Ray (Iowa, R)
Philip W, Noel (Rhode Island, D)
Otis R. Bowen (Jndia”a, R)
Reubin OD, Askew (Florida, D)
Richard A. Snelling (Vermont, R)
Bruce Babbitt (Arizona, D)
John N. Dalton (Virginia, R)
Richard W, Riley (South Carolina, D)
Lamar Alexander, Kce Chairman (Tennessee, R)
Forrest H, James, Jr. (Alabama, D)
Scott M. Matheson(Utah, D)
Richati L, Thornb”Qh (PennWlvania, R)
John H. Sununu, Ece Chairman(New Hampsbi~, R)
John Carl in (Kansas, D)
Ted Schwinden (Montana, D)
John Ashcmft (Missouri, R)
Geo~e A. Sinner (North Dakota, D)
Boofh Gardner (Washington, D)
Stan Stephens (Montana, R)
Arne Carlson (Minnesota, R)
Howati Dean (Vermont, D)
Micbae10. Leavitt (Utah, R)
Robert Mitler (Nevada, D)

Stste Legislab3m
Elisha Bar~tt (New York Se”ate, R)
Leslie Cutter (Massach”sem Se”a&, R)
John W. Noble (Missouri Sense, D)
Hal Bridenbaugh (Nebmska Senate, R)
Robert A. Ainswonh, Jr. (Louisiana Senate, D)
Robert B. Duncan (Oregon House, D)
John E. Powem (Massachusetts Senate, D)
Graham S. Newell wermont Senak, R)
Harry King Loman @entucky House, D)
Marion H. Crank (Arkansas House, D)
Charles R. Weiner (Pennsylvania Senate, D)
C. Geor8e DeStefino (Rhode Island Senate, R)
Ben Barnes (Texas House, D)
Jesse M, Unruh (California House, D)
W. Russell Arrington (Illinois Sense, R)
Robert P, Knowles (Wisconsin Senak, R)
B. Mahlon Brown (Nevada Senate, D)
Charles F, Kurfiss (Ohio House, R)
John H. Briscoe (Maryland House, D)
Martin O. Sabo (.Minnesota House, D)
Fred E. Andcnon (Colorado Senate, D)
Jason Boe (Oregon Senate, D)
Leo T. McCarthy (California Ho”se, D)

1967
1967
1968
1969
1969
1970
1971
1971
1972
1973
1973
1975
1976
1977
1977
1978
1979
1979
1981
1981
1983
1983
1984
1985
1985
1986
1989
1990
1990
1993
1993
1993
1993

Appointed
1959
1959
1959
1960
1961
1962
1962
1962
1963
19M
1964
1965
1967
1967
1969
1969
1969
1973
1974
1977
1978
1979
1979
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Ross O. Doyen (Kansas Senate, R) 1981
Richard Hodes (Florida House, D) 1981
David E. Netiing (North Dakota Senak, R) 1982
William F. Passannante ~ew York Assembly, D) 1983
Miles Rrry (Umh Senate, R)
John T. Bragg (Tennessee House, D)
Rd L. Strickland (Colorado Senate, R)
David E. Netiing (Norti Dakom Senate, R)
Samuel B. Nunez, Jr. @uisiana Senate, D)
Paul Bud Burke @nsas Senah, R)
Art Hamilton (Arizona House, D)

Mayom
Anthony J. Celebmzze (Cleveland, D)
Gordon S. Clinton (Seattle, R)
Don Hummel (Tucson, D)
Norris Poulson (Los Angeles, R)
Richard Y. Batterton (Denver)
Leo T. Murphy (Santa R, D)
Neal S. Blaisdell (3fonobdu, R)
Arthur Naftalin (Minneapolis, D)
Raymond R. ~cker (St. Louis, D)
Arthur L. Selland (Fresno, R)
Herman W. Goldner (St. petembu~, R)
R!chard C. Lee (New Haven, D)
Theodore R. McKeldin (Baltimore, R)
Jack D. Mal@s@r (San Leandm, D)
William F. Walsh (Syracuse, R)
Richatd G. Lugar (Indianapolis, R)
C. Beverly Briley (Nashville, D)
Lawrence F. Kramer, Jr. @temon, NJ, R)
Harry G. Haskell, Jr. (Wilmington,R)
John D. Driggs (Phoenix, R)
Edwin J. Garn (Satt Lake City,R)
John H. Poelker (St. Louis, D)
Harry E. Kinney (Albuquerque, R)
Tom Moody (Columbus, Ohio, R)
Thomas Bradley (Los Angeles, D)
R!chati E. Carver (Peoria, R)
John P. Rousakis (Savannah, D)
Ma~amt T. Hance (Phoenix, R)
Richati Hatcher (Gary, D)
James Ifiofe (Tulsa, R)

1984
1985
1988
1991
1990
1993
1993

Appointed
1959
1959
1959
1959
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1963
1964
1965
1967
1967
1967
1969
1969
1970
1972
1973
1974
1974
1975
1976
1978
1978
1978
1981
1981
1981

Joseph P. Riley, Jr. (Charlesmn, SC, D) 1981
Wrd Harrison (Scotland Neck, NC, D) 1983
William H. Hudnut, Iff (Indianapolis, R) 1984
Robert Martinez (Tampa, R) 1984
Henry W. Maier (Milwaukee, D) 1987
Robert M. Isaac (Colorado Springs, R) 1987
Donald M. Fraser (Minneapolis, D) 1987
Arthur J. Holland (Trenmn, D) 1989
Victor Ashe (Knoxville, R) 1990
Joseph A. Leak (Norfolk, D) 1990
Bruce Todd (Austin, D) 1992
Edwrd G. Rendell (Philadelphia, D) 1993

County Officials Appointed
Edmti OConnor (Wayne Co., Michigan, D) 1959
Clair Donnenwirtb (Plumas Co., California, D) 1959
Edwin G. Michaelia. (Westchester Co., New York, R) 1959
Barbara A. W!lcox(Washington Co., Oregon, R) 1962
Angus McDonald (Yakima Co., Washingmn, R) 1962
William 0. Beach (Montgomery Co., Tennessee, n) 1966-,
Gladys N. Spellman (Prince George’s Co., Maryland, D)
John F. Dever (Middlesex Co., Massachuset6, D)
Edwin G. Micbaelian (Westchester Co., New York, R)
Lawrence K. Roos (St. Louis Co., Missouri, R)
Conrad M. Rwler (Shelby Co., Alabama, D)
John H. B~wer (Kent Co., Michigan, R)
William E. Dunn (Salt Lake Co., Umh, R)
Doris WDealaman (Somerset Co., New Jersey, R)
Lynn G. Cutler (Black Hawk Co., Iowa, D)
William O. Beach (Montgomery Co., Tennessee, D)
Roy Orr(Dallas Co,, Texas, D)
Pekr F. Scbabamm (hs Angeles Co., California, R)
Gilbert Barrett (Dougherty Co., GeoRia, D)
William J. Muqhy(Rensselaer Co., New York, R)
Sandra R. Smoley(Sacmmento Co., California, R)
Philip B. Elfstrom (Kane Co., Illinois, R)
Harvey Ruvin (Dade Co., Florida, D)
James J. Snyder (Cattamugus Co., New York, R)
Ann JGinger (Merced Co., California, D)
D. Michael Stewart (Salt Lake Co., Uhb, R)
Barbam Sheen Todd (Pinellas Co., Florida, R)
Gloria Molina(Los Angeles Co., California, D)
John H. Stroger, Jr., Cook Co., Illinois, D)

1967
1968
1969
1969
1970
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1981
1981
1982
1983
1983
1985
1988
1989
1990
1990
1992
1993
1993
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Publications of ACIR 1960-1994

~LICY ~POR~
1960s
Cootiination of State and Federal Inheritance, Estate and Gift

Mxes (A-1, 1961)
Modification of Federal Grant, -i”-Aid for Public Health Service

(A-2, 1961)
Investment of Idle Cash Balances by State a“d Local

Governmen& (A-3, 1961)
Intergovernmental Responsibilities for Mass Transportation

Facilities and Services (A-4, 1961)
Governmental Structure, Organimtion, and Planning in

Metropolitan Areas (A-5, 1961)
Shte and Local Dxation of Privately Owned Property Located

on Federal Areas: Proposed Amendment m the Buck Act
(A-6, 1961)

Intergovernmental Coopemtion in Tax Administration (A-7,
1961)

Periodic Congressional Reassessment of Federal Gm”t.-i”.
Aid to State and Local Gover”me”ts (A-8, 1961)

Local Non-Proper~ ~xes and the Cootiinating Role of the
SIate (A-9. 1961)

State Constimtional and Statumry Restrictions on Local
Government Debt (A-1O, 1961)

Alternative Approaches to Governmental Organization in
Metropolitan Areas (A-11, 1962)

SIate Constitutional and Statutory Restrictions upon the
Structuml, Functional, and Personnel Pawem of Local
Government (A-12, 1962)

Intergovernmental Responsibilities for Water Supply a“d
Sewage Disposal in Metropolitan Areas (A-13, 1962)

State Constitutional and SIatumry Restrictions on Local
Taxing powers (A-14, 1962)

Apportionment of State Legislamres (A-15, 1962)
Transferability of Public Employee Reti=ment Credits

among Units of Government (A-16, 1963)
The Role of the States in Strengthening the Propefiy Dx

(A-17, 1963)
Industrial Development Bond Financing (A-18, 1963)
The Role of Equalization in Federal Grants, and Grant-i”-

Aid Programs Enacted by the Second Session of the 88th
Congress (A-19, 1964)

Impact of Federal Urban Development Programs on Local
Government Organization and Planning (A-20, 1964)

Statutory and Administrative Controls Associated with
Federal Grants for Public Assismnce (A-21, 1964)

The Problem of Special Districts in American Government
(A-22, 1964)

The Intergovernmental Aspec@ of Documenmry Taxes
(A-23,-1964)

Sta&-Federal Overlapping in CigaRtte Taxes (A-24, 1964)
Metropolitan Social and Economic Disparities: Implications

for Intergovernmental Relations in Central Cities and Suburbs
(A-25, 1965)

Relocation: Unequal Treatment of People and Businesses
Displaced by Government (A-26, 1965)

Federal-State Cootiination of Personal Income %xes
(A-27, 1965)

Building Codes: A Program for Intergovernmental Reform
(A-28, 1966)

Intergovernmental Relations in the poverty Program (A-29,
1966)

Stak-Local ~xation and Industrial Location (A-30, 1967)
Fiscal Balance in the American Federal System (A-31, 1967)

Urban and Rural America: Policies for Future Growth (A-32,
1968)

Intirgovtrnmenml Problems in Medicaid, and Hearings before
ACIR (A-33, 1968)

State A!d to Local Go”er”nle”t (A-34, 1969)
fabor-Management Policies for State and Local Government

(A-35, 1969)

1970s
Making the Safe StEets Act Work: An Intergovernmental

Challenge (A-36, 1970)
Rdeml Appmacbes to Aid State and Local Capiial Financing

(A-37, 1970)
State-Local Relations in tbc Criminal Justice System (A-38,

1971)
Multi-State Regionalism (A-39, 1972)
Financing Schools and Property ~x Relief (A-40, 1973)
Regional Governance: Promise and Performance (A-41, 1973)
City Financial Eme~encies: The Intergovernmental Dime”sio”

(A-42, 1973)
Regional Decision Making: New Strategies for Substate Districts

(A-43, 1973)
Hearings on SubsCite Regionalism (A43a, 1973)
The Challenge of Local Governmental Reorga”izatio” (A-44,

1974)
Governmental Functions and Processes: Local and Areawide

(A-45, 1974)
A Look 10the North: Canadian Regional Experience (A-46,

1974)
Local Revenue Diversification: Income, Sales Taxes & User

Charges (A47, 1974)
General Revenue Sharing: An ACIR Reevaluation (A48, 1974)
Towati More Balanced Transpo~tion: New Intergovernmental

Proposals (A-49, 1975)
State Taxation of MilitiW Income and Store Sales (A.50, 1976)
The fntergovernmennl Grant System; An Assessment and

Proposed Policies (14 volumes)
Block Grants: A Roundlable Discussion (A-51, 1976)
Categorical Grants: Their Role and Design (A-52, 1978)
A CaIalog of kdeml Grant-in-Aid Programs to State and

Local Governments (A-52a, 1977)
Improving Federal Grants Management (A-53, 1977)
The Inte@overnmenIal Grant System as See” by Sate, Local,

and Federal Officials (A-54, 1977)
Safe Streets Reconside~d: The Block Grant Experience,

1968-1975 (A-55, 1977)
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Safe Streets Reconside=d: The Block Grant Experience,
1968-1975, Case Studies (A-55a, 1977)

The Partnemhip for Health Act Lessons from a Pioneering
Block Grant (A-56, 1977)

Community Development The Workings of a Federal Local
Block Grant (A-57, 1977)

me Comprehensive Employment ati Training Act Early
Readings from a Hybrid Block Grant (A-58, 1977)

The Smtes and Intergovernmental Aids (A-59, 1977)
Block Grants: A Compamtive Analysis (A-60, 1977)
Rderal Grants: Their EKecB on State-Local Expenditu~s,

Employment Levels, and Wage btes (A-61, 1977)
Summaw and Concludi% Obserwtions (A-62, 1978)

Inflation and Rderal and State fncome ~xes (A-63, 1976)
State Limitations on Local ~xes and Expenditures (A-64, 1977)
Cigarette Bootlegging: A State and Rderal Responsibility

(A-65, 1977)
Regionalism Revisited: Recent Areawide and Local Responses

(A-66, 1978)
Stale Mandating of Local Expenditures (A-67, 1978)
The Adequay of Federal Compensation to Local Governments

for Tax Exempt Rderal Lands (A-68, 1978)
Coune~yclical Aid and Economic Stabilization (A-69, 1978)
StaIE-Local Finances in Recession and Inflation: An Economic

Analysis (A-70, 1979)

1980s
SUE and Local Pension SysEms; Fedeml Regulatory Issues

(A-71, 1980)
A Catalog of Federal Grant-in-Aid Programs to State and

Local Government: Grants Funded FY 1978 (A-72, 1979)
Citimn Participation in the American Federal System (A-73,

1980)
Regional Growth: Historic Pempective (A-74, 1980)
Regional Growth: Flows of Rderal Funds, 1952-76 (A-75,

‘1980)
Regional Growth: Interstate ~x Competition (A-76, 1981)
The Federdl Rote in the Rdeml Syslem: The Dynamics of

Growth (10 volumes)
A Crisis of Confidence and Competence (A-77, 1980)
The Condition of Contempomry Federalism: Conflicting

Theories and Collapsing Constraints (A-78, 1981)
Public Assistance: The Growth of a Federal Function (A-79,

1980)
Reducing Unemplymenc Intergovernmental Dimensions of a

National Problem (A-80. 1982)
Intergovernmenml izing’the Classroom: Federal Involvement

in Elementary and Secondary Education (A-81, 1981)
The Evolution of a Problematic Partnemhip: The Feds and

Higher Ed (A-82, 1981)
Prokcting the Environment: Politics, Pullution, and Rderal

Policy (A-83, 1981)
Federal Involvement in Libraries (A-84, 1980)
The Federal Role in Local Fire Protection (A-85, 1980)
An Agenda for American Federalism: Restoring Confidence

and Competence (A-86, 1981)
Hearings on the Rdeml Role (A-87, 1980)
Smte and Local Roles in the Rderal SysIem (A-88, 1982)

The kdeml Influence on State and Local Roles in the
Rdeml System (A-89, 1981)

Payments in Lieu of Taxes on Federal Real Pmpe@ (A-90,
1981)

PaymenIs in Lieu of Taxes on Fedeml Real Property:
AoDendices (A-91. 1982)

State”~xation o’fMultinational Colorations (A-92, 1983)
1981 ~x Capacity of the Fi@ States (A-93, 1983)
Jails: Intergovernmental Dimensions of a Local Problem

(A-94, 1984)
Regulatory Federalism: Policy, Process, fmpact and Reform

7A-95, 1984)
Financing Public Physical Infrastmctum (A-96, 1984)
Strenethenine the Federal Revenue System: Implications for

S;te and-heal Taxing and Borrowing (A-9;, 1984)
The Question of State Government Capability (A-98, 1985)
Bankruptcies, Defauls and Other Local Government Financial

Emergencies (A-99, 1985)
Cigarette ‘fax Evasion: A Second Look (A-1OO, 1985)
The States and Distressed Communities: Final Report

(A-1OI, 1985)
Fiscal Management of Fedeml Pass-Through Grants: The Need

for Mo= Uniform Requirements and Procedu= (A-102,
1981)

Intergovernmental Service Agreements for Delivering Local
Public Services: Update 1983 (A-103, 1985)

Devolving Federal Program Responsibilities and Revenue
Sou~es to State and Local Government (A-104, 1986)

State and Local Taxation of Out-of-Slate Mail Order Sates
(A-105, 1986)

Fiscal Discipline in the Federal System: National Reform
and the Experience of the States (A-107, 1987)

Devolving Selected Rdera.1-Aid Highway Programs and
Revenue Bases: A Critical Appraisal (A-108, 1987)

The Organi=tion of Local Public Economies (A-109, 1987)
State Regulation of Banks (A-110, 1988)
Disability Rights Mandates: Fedeml and State Compliance with

Employment Protection and Architectural Barrier Removal
(A-111, 1989)

Residential Community Associations: Private Governments in
tie InteGovernmenhl System? (A-112, 1989)

State Constitutions in the Rderal System; Seleced Issues
and Opportunities for S@te Inida[ives (A-113, 1989)

1990s
State and Local Initiatives on ProductiviV, Tcchnol~y, and

Innovation: Enhancing a National Resouxe for International
Competitiveness (A-114, 1990)

Intergovernmental Regulation of Telecommunications (A-115,
1990)

State-Local Relations Organizations: The ACIR CounterPar&
(A-117, 1991)

Coordinating Water ResouIces in the Federal System: The
Groundwter-Surface Water Connection (A-118, 1991)

Medicaid: Intergovernmental Trends and Options (A-119,
1992)

Towati a Federal hfrastmctufe Stralegy: Issues and Options
(A-120, 1992)
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Federal Statutory Preemption of State and Local Authority:
History, Inventory, and Issues (A-121, 1992)

Intergovernmental Decisionmaking for Environment and Public
Works (A-122, 1992)

State Solvenq Regulation of Property-Casualty and Life
Insurance Companies (A-123, 1992)

The National GuaW, Defending the Nation and the Sfates
(A-124, 1993)

The Role of General Government Elected Officials in Crimiml
Justice (A-125, 1993)

Federal Regulation of State and Local Governments: The Mixed
Record of the 1980s (A-126, 1993)

Local Government Autonomy: Needs for State Co”stitutio”al,
Statutory, and Judicial Clarification (A-127, 1993)

Child CaE: The Need for Federa-Sfam-Local Cootiination
(A-128, 1994)

INFORMATION RRPORTS
1960s
First Annual Report (,M-1, 1960)
Second Annual Report (M-2, 1961)
Compamtive Summary of Recommendations on

Intergovernmental Relations by Previous Commissions a“d
State Groups (M-3, 1960)

Briefing Paper: On Taxation and Revenue (M-4, 1960)
Briefing Paper: Local Non-Property Tax Sources (M-5, 1961)
Briefing Paper: Acquisition Ratures of Federal Grant Programs

(M-6, 1961)
Summary of Governmcn[ Finances by Levels of Government:

1948 and1959 (M-7. 1961)
1961 Sfate~x Legislation (M~8, 1961)
Cou.fy Areas of Declining Pap.lation, 1950-1960 (M-9, 1961)
Letter from Frank Bane, Chairman, ACIR, to John L,

McClellan, Chairman, Committee on Government Operations
(M-1O, 1961)

Tax Overlapping inthe Unifed States ~-11, 1961)
information hper: Municipal Annexations, 1950-1960 M-12,

1961)
Information kper:Major SIate Tax Changes Enacted in 1961

(M-13 , 1962)
Third Annual Report ~-14, 1962)
Factors AtTecti”g Voter Reactions to Governmental

Reorganization in Metropolitan Areas ~-15, 1962)
Measu~s of State and Local Fiscal Capacity and ~x Effort

M-16, 1962)
The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmcnhl Relations

(M-17, 1962)
A Directory of Federal Statistics for Metro~olim” Areas

(M-18, i962)
Fourth Annual Report (M-19, 1963)
State Legislative Proeram ~-20. 1963)
Perform;”ce of Urb;” Fun’ctions”(M-21, 1963)
Fifth An””al Report (M-22, 1964)
~xOverlapping inthe United States ~-23, 19M)
1965 State Legislative Program of ACIR ~-24, 1965)
Sixth Annual Report ~-25, 1964)
State Technical Assistance to Local Debt Management

(M-26, 1965)

1966 State Legislative Program w-27, 1965)
Seventh Annual Report (fv-28, 1966)
A Handbook for Interlocal Agreements and Conhacts (M-29,

1967)
Catalogs and Other Information SouXes on Federal and

State Aid Programs: ASelected Bibliogmphy (M-30, 1967)
Metropolitan America: Challenge to Federalism (?v-31, 1966)
Metropolitan Councils of Governments (M-32, 1966)
1967 State bgislative Program (M-33, 1966)
Eighth Annual Report (M-34, 1967)
1968 Sfate Legislative Program ~-35, 1967)
Ninth Annual Report (M-36, 1968)
State and Local ~xes, Significant Eam~s, M-37, 1968)
State Legislative and Constimtional Action on Urban Problems

in 1967 ~-38, 1968)
New Proposals for 1969: ACfRSQte Legislative Program

(M-39, 1968)
Sources of Increased Sfate ~x Collections: Economic Growth

v. Political Cboice (M-41, 1968)
Tenth Annual Report ~42, 1969)
State and Local Finances, Significant %atiRs, 1966-1969

N-43, 1968)
Rdemlism andthe Academic Community @44, 1969)
New Proposals for 1970: ACfRStafe Legislative Program

(fv-45, 1969)
The Advisory Commissio” on fnter80vernmental Relations

(M-46, 1969)
Urba. America andthe Edeml System (M-47, 1969)
1970 Cumulative ACIR State Legislative Program (6.48,

1969)

1970s
Eleventh Annual Report (M-49, 1970)
Smteand Local Finances, Significant kamres, 1967-1970

W-50, 1969)
The Commuter and fhe Municipal Income Tax (M-51, 1970)
The Gap between Federal Aid Authorhtions and

Appropriations, Fiscal Yearn 1966-1970 @.52, 1970)
New Proposals for 1971: ACIRState Legislative Program

(M-53. 1970)
Revenue Sharing: An Idea Whose Time Has Come ~-54,

1970)
SIate Involvement inkderal-Local Gra”t Programs: A Case

Study inthe,’Buying-fn Approach,, ~-55, 1970)
A State Response to Urban Problems: Recent Experience

underlhe “Buyi~-fn ,’Appmach W-56, 1970)
Sfate-Local Finances and Suggested Legislation ~-57,

1970)
MeasuriW the Fiscal Capacity and Effort of State and Local

Areas (M-58, 1971)
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The National Guard:
Defending the Nation and the States

This study focuses on intergovernmental issues
concerning the control and operation of the National
Guard. The role of the Guard in the 1991 P&tsian Gulf
operations highlighted its place in the nation’s defense
~stem. Equally important is the Guard’s role in
domestic affairs (i.e., emergency preparedness and
civil disturbances) under tbe control of tbc governors.
The report contains recommendations on dual control
of the Guard by the federal and state governments, the
future of the Guard in Ihc context of national securit y
and state needs, and opportunities for improved
intergovernmental cooperation.

A.124 1993 $15

(see page 43 for order form)

High Performance Public Works:
A New Federal

Infrastructure Investment Strategy
for America

In this report, ACIR and the U.S. Army Corps of
ingineers present tbe strate~ developed through
consultations with federal, state, and local govern-
ments and the private sector. While most public works
Ire state, local, or private, tbe federal government has
Lpet’vasive influence through financial assistance and
emulations, ACIR established six task forces, whose
:tatcments of principles and guidelines are included in
he report along with a four-point strategy for (1) high
prality investments, (2) cost-effective maintenance,
3) effective, c[ficient, and equitable regulations, and
4) affordable facilities, “fhe cnnsul[ations alsa prcduccd
In action agenda calliig for Presidential and congressio-
nal leadership, guidance on infrastmcture and irrvest-
nent, and support for infrastructure agencies.

SR.16 1993 $10

Toward a Federal Infrastructure Strate~
Issues and Options

Tou,ard a Federal Infrastructure Strategy documents
he progress of an interagen~ initiative to develop a
‘ederal infrastructure s[ratcgy through a partnership
ncluding the Department of the Army, the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, the Department of Energy,
]ther federal agencies, state and local governments,
ind the private sector. Emphasis was placed on
~lanning, design, finance, construction, operation, and
naintcnancc.

The AdvisoW Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations convened a series of workshops for repre.
ientatives from more than 25 congressional and othct
[edcral agencies and departments, and more than 7C
organizations representing state and local govern.
mcnts, public works providers, and related research,
~dvocacy, professional, and user groups.

Based on the consultations, a broad consensus
emerged around five infrastructure issues that should
oe addressed by the federal government: (1) rationales
For federal investment, (2) regulations, (3) technolo.
BY,(4) financing, and (5) management.

A.120 1992 $8

(see page 43 for order form)
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